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On The Cover: Santa Fé, 1882
By Mike Olsen

Bird’s eye view of the city of Santa Fé, N.M. 1882
courtesy Library of Congress

Any city or town in America aspiring for growth and prosperity in
the 19th century welcomed the publication of a panoramic or “bird’s
eye” view of the community. This was especially true in the West in the
1880s and 1890s given burgeoning growth from the Missouri River to
the Pacific.
Santa Fe, as depicted on the cover of this issue of Wagon Tracks, was
among several cities along the Santa Fe Trail in 1882 that got such attention. The others included Las Vegas, Trinidad, Dodge City, Great
Bend, and Kansas City. But all is not as it seems in these renderings, for
they are not to scale nor do they pretend to be accurate. For instance,
the St. Francis Cathedral in Santa Fe was still under construction in
1882 and never did sprout the spires as depicted in its “bird’s eye” view.
Artists and cartographers had produced city panoramas since at least
the 16th century in Europe and in the United States even before the
Civil War. The practice then was to plot urban streets on a grid and
painstakingly add the buildings and public features. Views such as that
of Santa Fe, however, were entirely the expressions of the artist’s eye.
He (and there are no women recorded among the dozen or so men who
specialized in this trade) always presented the city obliquely as from a
low altitude. Instead of using a grid, he would wander the streets and
countryside sketching prominent features and then filling in the blanks.
Henry Wellge (1850-1917), in the employ of the lithographic firm J. J.
Stoner of Madison, Wisconsin, drew the Santa Fe map. Wellge worked
for Stoner from 1880 until 1884, depicting 40 cities in those four years.
Each was a lithographic print, meaning that Wellge’s original drawing
was laid out on a flat limestone or piece of metal and then, through the
use of various chemicals and waxes, was etched onto that surface. The
exact techniques changed over the course of the late 19th century.
The Santa Fe view on the cover has some quirky characteristics. Most
views showed a bustling community, one that was “on the go,” a place to
move to and invest in. If there was a harbor, it was thronged with ships.
River ports had wharves crowded with steamboats. Factories belched
smoke. Carriages and freight wagons plied the streets. But our view of
Santa Fe is almost devoid of any activity. There is but one lone column
of smoke rising from a building in the upper left hand corner.
continued on page 4

About the Santa Fe Trail Association

The mission of the Santa Fe Trail Association is to protect and preserve the Santa
Fe Trail and to promote awareness of the historical legacy associated with it.
Follow us online at www.santafetrail.org,
Facebook, Twitter, Pinterest and YouTube
Wagon Tracks, the official publication of the Santa Fe Trail Association (SFTA), publishes well-researched and documented peer-reviewed articles
relating to the Santa Fe Trail. Wagon Tracks is published in February, May, August, and November. Deadlines are the 10th of the month prior to
publication. Queries are welcome. Complete submission guidelines are posted at www.santafetrail.org. Although the entire issue of Wagon Tracks is
copyrighted in the name of the Santa Fe Trail Association, copyright to each article remains in the author’s name. Articles may be edited or abridged at
the editor’s discretion.
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As I See It

by Larry Justice, President of SFTA
learned to poke and pry with the
purpose of discovering and answering the imagination of their minds.

Research is formalized curiosity. It
is poking and prying with a purpose.
Zora Neale Hurston
Serving as president of the Santa Fe
Trail Association affords me unique
opportunities to meet and work with
a number of very intelligent and
inquisitive people from a plethora
of backgrounds. Included in that
list, based upon my background, are
a number of folks who are educators involved in a life dedicated to
research.
The SFTA Scholarly Research Chair
Mary Conrad and I spent the morning of March 9 in Enid, Oklahoma,
as registrants at the Oklahoma
Research Day (ORD) convened
by Northwestern Oklahoma State
University. We contacted university
officials, Oklahoma regents of higher
education, university faculty, and
students – both undergraduates and
graduates. Over 700 registrants at
this 11th year of the ORD displayed
posters emphasizing such disciplines
as business, science, land and water
usage, etc.
As I watched these students display
their respective posters and talk with
attendees, I was reminded of Zora
Neale Hurston’s quote. Somewhere,
many years ago, these young people
started with a sense of curiosity. They
https://digitalrepository.unm.edu/wagon_tracks/vol32/iss3/1
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During the course of the four-hour
event, Mary and I met some very curious and inquisitive men and women
of all ages. Some had heard about
the Santa Fe Trail. Others knew absolutely nothing about the Trail but
were highly interested in our Geocache Tour. Others wanted to expand
their awareness of the Trail. And one
individual is working with SFTA
to enhance educating more young
people about the Trail using their
iPhones / iPads.
I believe in innovation and that the
way you get innovation is you fund
research and you learn the basic facts.
Bill Gates
I hope we never lose sight of the
need to fund and encourage research
and education. Those who carved the
path known as the Santa Fe Trail
Association realized the need for
diligent research. Our purpose is to
preserve, promote, and protect the
legacy of the Trail. Money and funding are necessary. We must remain
grateful that the National Park Service and those in Washington recognize the need to preserve, protect,
and promote our national historical
footprints – “from sea to shining sea.”

And this was, is, and must remain
centered on research.
The pursuit of historical truth and
the impact of the SFT must have adequate funding. Those young people
Mary and I met in Enid are researchers seeking truth related to their
interest. If we as the SFTA are interested in utilizing the creative minds
of researchers regarding the Trail,
then we need to realize Bill Gates’s
statement is most appropriate: to
fund research and continue to emphasize fueling the minds of people
to learn the basics and beyond.
Every single aspect of the SFTA
should emphasize research and appropriate funding. As we approach
the 200th commemoration of the
Trail and the beginning of the third
decade of the 21st century, it is becoming more and more apparent that
we MUST continue to be an organization indelibly marked by significant
and award-winning research. And we
must seek ways to attract curious and
creative researchers by funding this
educational process. 
“Creativity requires input, and that’s
what research is. You’re gathering material with which to build.”
Gene Luen Yang

On the Cover, Santa Fé, 1882
continued from page 2

Wagon Tracks readers who want to
trace the history of these panoramic
views, perhaps for their own communities, will find an abundance of
resources on the internet. Access is
easy. In any browser enter “bird’s eye
view historic (city name).” Some of

Wagon Tracks

the choices that come up will link to
the Library of Congress, which has
over 1,500 panoramas in its collection, many of them digitized. But
always beware—what you see may
not be what the citizens of the city
saw when they looked around!
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Joanne’s Jottings by Joanne VanCoevern, Association Manager
SFTA and NPS have held yearly
workshops with various topics related
to the Santa Fe Trail and/or helping
to improve the Association’s ability to
achieve our goals. Some of the topics were interpretation, preservation,
mapping, conservation and easements,
and internet safety.

(This is the 6th and final part of the
update on the Santa Fe Trail Association’s goals and projects undertaken as
our part in the “Decade for the National
Trails: 2008-2018” initiative created by
the Partnership for the National Trails
System (PNTS) and American Trails. In
anticipation of the 50th anniversary of
the National Trails System Act in 2018,
the “Decade Goals” initiative provides
guidance for trails groups to prepare our
trails to meet the needs of the public.)
The fourth Decade Goal is to “Enhance the capacity of non-profit
organizations to be able to continue
to recruit, train, and supervise volunteer stewards of the National Trails
forming a nationwide network of
community-based natural and cultural
resource stewardship.”
SFTA’s efforts to enhance or increase
our capacity have focused on four specific areas. Those areas are: 1) to hold
a yearly workshop in partnership with
the National Park Service (NPS) that
focuses on training or ways to enhance
our volunteers’ ability to meet our
goals; 2) to gather and monitor our
volunteers, including the gathering
of statistics for NPS and PNTS; 3)
to continue to produce our quarterly
publication, Wagon Tracks; and 4) to
provide a yearly historical seminar—
Rendezvous in even years and Symposium in odd-numbered years.
Published
UNM Digital Repository, 2018
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The 2018 workshop will include a review of the SFTA’s Strategic Plan and
an opportunity to evaluate our progress. We will also have time to discuss
ideas for projects that have been presented concerning the commemoration of the 200th anniversary of the
opening of the Santa Fe Trail to trade,
which SFTA will observe in 2021. The
workshop provides an opportunity for
our committees, our chapter presidents or representatives, and our board
to come together to discuss issues of
concern, as well as to improve our capacity to meet the goals as laid out in
SFTA’s strategic plan.
Volunteers are the basis of our organization, and gathering information
about what our volunteers do is very
important to SFTA, the NPS, and the
PNTS. Volunteer information shows
the extent of community participation
in our activities. It shows the scope of
what the organization contributes to
the community and the tremendous
support we get. Funders see volunteer
inputs as a measure of effectiveness—
it lets funders, donors, and the community know that we have the people
in place to get the job done well, and
volunteer time can help meet requirements for matching funds. It is important to let our volunteers know that
what they are doing is important, so
tracking volunteers’ efforts is recognition of that importance.
When the decade goals were initiated
in 2008, SFTA’s primary means of
communicating with our membership
was through our quarterly journal,
Wagon Tracks, or by a special mailing.
Since 2008, the world of communications has changed tremendously,
Wagon Tracks

thanks to advances in technology and
the invention of social media.
Having already created a website,
the SFTA Publications and Website
committee determined it was time for
SFTA to embrace these new forms
of communications and add social
media to our internet presence. On
November 11, 2010, SFTA created a
Facebook page to engage a new group
of “friends” of the SFTA, as well as
our membership. Shortly thereafter,
a SFTA Pinterest Board was created,
and YouTube and Twitter accounts
were opened. One of SFTA’s largest
gains in communications with our
membership and those that share an
interest in the Trail has been accomplished through our weekly e-blast,
under the leadership of Rod Podszus,
editor.
In 2014, SFTA launched one of our
most successful projects for reaching
a new audience when we created the
Santa Fe National Historic Trail GeoTour. Since we launched the GeoTour
in 2014, well over 16,000 people have
logged their visits to sites on the Santa
Fe Trail. The GeoTour has proven to
be highly successful and is one of only
three GeoTours on a National Historic Trail at this time.
All of these forms of communication
have helped SFTA to reach out to a
wider audience and share information
about the historic Santa Fe Trail. See
related article on page 14.
Each year, SFTA supports a historical
seminar. Our chapters and their communities have hosted a Symposium
in odd-numbered years, and in evennumbered years SFTA joins with
the Fort Larned Historical Society,
the Santa Fe Trail Center, and Fort
Larned National Historic Site to hold
a Rendezvous. This yearly gathering
brings together our members and interested parties and provides them
continued on next page
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Faye Gaines, Defender of the Santa Fe Trail, to be Feted June 16
Faye has led her local chapter and served for many years as a board
member of the Association. She has welcomed hundreds of visitors to
Point of Rocks over decades; she loves to introduce people to the landscape, hardships, and mystery of the Trail.

Photos: Ruth Friesen

Faye has ever been alert for activities that damage and detract from
enjoyment and appreciation of the Trail. Over the years she has fought
to keep roads, pipelines, and ditches from disturbing the Trail. She has
been especially alert for and resisted the building of cell towers, wind
generators, and other structures that would detract from experiencing
the Trail. Now in her nineties, Faye continues with zeal and steely determination to promote and protect the Trail.
The Corazon de los Caminos Chapter invites all of Faye’s friends and
admirers to join us at Fort Union for the celebration. Linda Davis of
the CS Ranch near Cimarron will be the event moderator. 

The Corazon de los Caminos Chapter will
honor Faye Gaines at a lunch at Fort Union National Monument on Saturday June 16, as a part
of the Fort Union Days celebration. Faye will be
recognized for her long and dedicated service to
the chapter, to the Santa Fe Trail Association,
and especially for her tenacious efforts to protect
the remaining ruts, swales, and other still existing evidence of Santa Fe Trail traffic.
Faye and her late husband Pete Gaines were
active at the inception of the Santa Fe Trail Association. Pete’s family ranch in eastern Colfax
County, New Mexico, includes the iconic “Point
of Rocks,” a Santa Fe Trail landmark and camping spot and the scene of historic tragedy.

Joanne’s Jottings, continued
with the opportunity to increase their knowledge of the historic Santa Fe Trail and the
people who used it.
These four areas—workshops, volunteers, communications, and historical seminars—are
the basis for the SFTA efforts to enhance our
capacity to continue to support our volunteer
stewards of the Santa Fe National Historic
Trail and meet our commitment to the Decade
Goals, 2008-2018. 

https://digitalrepository.unm.edu/wagon_tracks/vol32/iss3/1
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Faye Gaines manages her ranch at the Point of Rocks astride a four-wheeler.

Santa Fe Trail Restaurants
Named Best in State
The Trail Days Café & Museum in Council Grove,
Kansas, has been named the Best Small Town Restaurant in Kansas, and the Catalpa in Arrow Rock,
Missouri, was named the Best Small Town Restaurant
in Missouri by www.thrillist.com. Both of these restaurants are on the Santa Fe Trail. View the state-by-state
listing at the website by clicking on “food and drinks”,
and then in the search box, type “Best Small Town
Restaurants in Each State”.
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Rendezvous 2018 in Larned, Kansas
“Death on the Santa Fe Trail”
The 19th biennial Rendezvous History Conference will
be held September 20-22 in Larned, Kansas. The Santa Fe
Trail Center Museum, Santa Fe Trail Association, and Fort
Larned National Historic Site are co-sponsoring organizations of Rendezvous. This year’s theme is “Death on the
Santa Fe Trail.” All peoples, regardless of race, ethnicity,
culture, gender, or age will experience death. How we die,
the customs we follow to bury and mourn the dead, and our
beliefs about the afterlife differ greatly from one person/
group to another.
Topics that will be explored include reasons for death on
the trail as well as the mourning and burial customs of Anglo, Hispanic, and American Indian cultures that interacted
on the historic trade route. Presenters include Minoma
Littlehawk Sills, an enrolled member of the Cheyenne and
Arapaho Tribes of Oklahoma and a direct descendent of
survivors of the Sand Creek and Washita Massacres. She
will share burial customs of the Cheyenne. Sills had to receive a special blessing from the Cheyenne Chiefs to share
this information.
A full schedule of conference presenters and a description
of their programs will be available in June on the Santa Fe
Trail Center Museum (www.santafetrailcenter.org) and
Santa Fe Trail Association (www.santafetrail.org) websites.
Registration materials, including program guides, lodging
information, and more will be mailed in mid-to-late June. If
you do not receive yours by July 1, please contact the Santa
Fe Trail Center Museum at 620-285-2054. You can also
find this information on the museum website.
We look forward to seeing everyone in Larned, Kansas, for
another great Rendezvous. 

Kaw Mission Council Events Focus
on Kansas Native Americans
Events planned are:
• May 20 - Lucy Tayiah Eads - Chief Lucy of the Kaw
Indians - Pauline Sharp - 2 p.m.
• June 2-17 - Archaeology Field School on grounds of
the Kaw Mission
• June 16 - Kanza Interpretive Dancers - Grounds of the
Kaw Mission - 2 p.m.
• July 15- From Kanza Prairie to the White HouseGrandma Curtis - Kitty Frank - 2 p.m.
• August 12 - Community Band and Ice Cream Social
-Bring your lawn chairs - 6 p.m.
Open to the public. A suggested donation will be accepted.
Refreshments will be served after the programs by the
Friends of Kaw Heritage, Kaw Mission State Historic Site,
500 North Mission, Council Grove, Kansas.
Published
UNM Digital Repository, 2018
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SFTA 2019 Symposium - St. Louis
St. Louis: Gateway to Santa Fe
Save the dates: September 25-28
What’s on the schedule? There will be plenty of time to see
the sights, shop, enjoy many fine restaurants, and catch up
with good friends.
Speakers (titles are tentative):
• Dr. Fran Levine, President, Missouri Historical Society; Keynote - "St. Louis and Santa Fe - Connections"
• Christopher Alan Gordon, Director of Library and
Collections, Missouri Historical Society; "Aspects of
St. Louis History during Santa Fe Trail Days"
• Ruth Friesen, Editor, Wagon Tracks;
"St. Louis Newspapers and the Santa Fe Trail"
• David Sapp, et al. Mr. Sapp is the president of the
Boone's Lick Road Association; "The Boone's Lick
Road and the Santa Fe Trail"
• David Sneed, expert on 19th-century wagons and
wagon building; “The Remarkable St. Louis Wagon
Builders”
• Dr. Mike Olsen, author, SFT historian, and National
Park Service consultant; "The Santa Fe Trail and the
Industrial Revolution"

Tours
• Historic Daniel Boone Home at Lindenwood Park
• Historic St. Charles, includes German/French/Spanish
heritage
• Missouri Historical Society Research Library and Museum, includes show and tell of objects related to various trail topics and genealogy holdings, and Santa Fe
Trail exhibition at the museum
• Bellfontaine and Calvary Cemeteries, burial sites of
many historical trail travelers
• The Arch/city tour
Optional Events
River dinner cruise, river cruise, botanical gardens, zoo
--Shirley Coupal, 2019 Symposium Coordinator

DAR Trail Marker Day
Declared in New Mexico
The New Mexico State House of Representatives declared February 6, 2018, “New Mexico Daughters of
the American Revolution Santa Fe Trail Markers Remembrance Day.” The content of the Memorial deals
with the restoration work on the Bernal/Starvation Peak
marker and the upcoming 200th anniversary of the Santa
Fe Trail. Read the memorial at www.nmlegis.gov/Sessions/18%20Regular/memorials/house/HM031.pdf
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Rich Lawson Appointed to Four-year Term on SFTA Board of Directors
the great westward movement. His research continues, and
his discoveries to this point should qualify the site as one of
Missouri’s very important historic sites. In 2009 the Santa
Fe Trail Association shared several events there during that
year’s symposium. Presently the site is being prepared for
the 200th anniversary of the Santa Fe National Historic
Trail to include an interpretive center.
Rich is working with Dick Nelson to help the Santa Fe
Trail Association enhance charitable giving and corporate
sponsorships to develop our future financial support. Rich
feels one of the most pressing objectives for the SFTA is
defining a funding program that will put the association on
better financial footing to make it more self-supporting.
Rich Lawson is no stranger to the Santa Fe Trail Association, having served two terms on the board of directors
since 2007. He has been appointed by the SFTA President
and approved by the board of directors to serve a full fouryear term on the board of directors, replacing Elizabeth
West, who resigned.
Rich is a recently-retired representative of Edward Jones
Finances and continues to hold value in the firm as a limited partner. After working there for 44 years, he decided to
give more time to his several important projects, all having
some connection to the Santa Fe Trail.
Several years ago Rich and his wife Debbie bought a Missouri River bluff property in Arrow Rock, Missouri, a spot
where they intended to build their retirement home. After
researching the property, however, Rich discovered it was in
fact the site of the Arrow Rock Ferry where William Becknell made his now-famous journeys to Santa Fe, beginning

Rich has served on numerous committees of the city of
Warrensburg, the Johnson County Historic Society, the
Western Missouri Medical Hospital Foundation Board, and
the Arrow Rock Lyceum Board where he served as chair
of the development committee. He is active in the First
Baptist Church where he has served as deacon, chair of the
finance committee, chair of the personnel committee, chair
of the long-range planning committee, and chair of the
fundraising committee for a new church building, as well as
many other positions.
Rich and Debbie enjoy spending time with their two grown
children and three grandchildren. Debbie continues her educational career as a teacher in the Warrensburg, Missouri,
school system. She has participated in the archaeology
school for teachers at Ft. Osage, Missouri, and previously
won a Toyota Foundation award for math/science teachers,
receiving a $10,000 grant and special award at a ceremony
in California. 

Nominees Sought for 2019 SFTA Board of Directors
The SFTA board of directors election is slated for September 2019, and nominees must be selected by spring of 2019.
The nominating committee (Sandra Slusher (chair), Faye
Gaines, and Ross Marshall) solicits nominations by chapters and individual members.

We urge everyone to start thinking about candidates
within their chapters and the membership and to contact
Sandra with their suggestions. Please mail or e-mail nominations to Sandra Slusher, 1421 South Street, Lexington,
MO 64067, slslusher8@gmail.com.

Three directors, Karla French, Davy Mitchell, and Linda
Peters, are in their second terms as directors and are not eligible for reelection until and unless they have been off the
board for one term. The other four directors in the 20152019 term, Chris Day, LaDonna Hutton, Brian Martin,
and Sandy Slusher, are eligible to run for reelection. Also,
the President and Vice President have reached the term
limits for those positions. Nominees are sought for these
positions.
https://digitalrepository.unm.edu/wagon_tracks/vol32/iss3/1
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Deb Goodrich appointed Publicity Chair

Partnership for the National Trails System
By Marcia Will-Clifton
The first quarter was busy with a presentation to 40+ volunteers of the Colorado Welcome Center on the Santa Fe Trail
and the PNTS 50th Anniversary Celebration. The Welcome Center in Fort Collins, Colorado, is one of 10 centers
throughout the state. The volunteers were anxious to learn
more about the Santa Fe Trail and especially the GeoCache
program, which is a great project to share with families who
visit the Center. The Colorado Welcome Center also houses
the Cache la Poudre River National Heritage Area (NHA)
executive offices. The staff of the Cache la Poudre River
NHA is planning an October event to celebrate the 50th
Anniversary of the Wild & Scenic Rivers Act, our partner in
the 50th Anniversary Celebration event planning.

Deb Goodrich has been appointed by the SFTA President
and approved by the board of directors as SFTA’s Publicity
Chair. In this position, she serves as an ex-officio member
of the board of directors.
She is the co-host of the weekly Wednesday morning
“Around Kansas” television show on “AG am in Kansas.”
Deb seeks to inspire and educate through her writing and
camera work while serving as Garvey Historian-in-Residence at Fort Wallace Museum in Wallace, Kansas.
Deb is writing Our Charley: From Reservation to Washington
(film script and book) on the life of Vice-President Charles
Curtis, son of the Kaw Nation. Her article on the subject
will appear in the June issue of Wild West Magazine. She
is writing and producing a documentary, “Thof ’s Dragon,”
about Capt. Theophilus Turner and his discovery of a plesiosaur in 1867. Her most recent book is Kansas Forts and
Bases: Sentinels on the Prairie with Michelle Martin. The Civil
War in Kansas: Ten Years of Turmoil was released last year,
and Kansas Music is in the works along with several other
projects.
Deb is a past instructor for Osher Lifelong Learning and
has spoken to hundreds of groups throughout the country.
As a historian/journalist/public speaker, she has appeared in
dozens of documentaries, including “The Road to Valhalla”
by Lone Chimney Films which premiers in November. Deb
makes her home in Oakley, Kansas, with Dr. Jake Bauer,
DVM, and a number of horses, mules, and cats.
She is a very welcome addition to the work of the Santa Fe
Trail Association as she helps us develop our publicity footprint across and beyond our five-state Santa Fe Trail region.
She brings to the table a wealth of excellent contacts and
experience that should readily impact the visibility of the
SFTA.
An interview with Deb about her show, “Around Kansas”
can be found at www.youtube.com/watch?v=EIRvlXyniyY.
Published
UNM Digital Repository, 2018
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During the September symposium in Olathe, Kansas, the
Mahaffie Stagecoach Stop Historic Site had a wonderful
display of brochures, including both the Santa Fe Trail and
the Freedom Frontier National Heritage Area. The Freedom
Frontier NHA has many sites in Missouri and Kansas. I am
excited to strengthen relationships with the National Heritage Areas as we move through our 50th-Anniversary year
and look forward to the 2019 Symposium in St. Louis and
the 200th birthday of the SFT in 2021.
I also met with Brenda Yankoviak, National Forest Service
Coordinator for the Continental Divide Trail. Brenda and I
conferenced with Michelle Stevens from the Forest Service
office in La Junta, Colorado, and discussed ways that we
could work together with all the Federal Partners on trail
issues.
Building relationships with other organizations is a slow
process, sometimes frustrating, but it is such important work
for the future of the Santa Fe Trail and the Partnership for
the National Trails System.
PNTS Updates from February 2018 e-News, Advocacy
More than 125 people attended the Hike the Hill Advocacy Days in Washington, D.C. in February 2018. Young
leaders with the NextGen Trail Leaders of the American
Hiking Society and the Next Generation Advisory Council
from the Appalachian Trail Conservancy shared their stories and advocated for trails and public lands. The emphasis
on connecting with the next generation of stewards of our
public lands and trails is an important theme for the 2018
Anniversary Celebrations and upcoming conference in October 2018 in Vancouver, Washington. Be sure to visit www.
Trails50.org to learn about all the exciting aspects of the
50th Anniversary Celebration.
Over 1,045,000 hours of volunteer service were documented
with the National Trails System in 2017. Thanks to all of our
members and volunteers who contributed to this astounding
result. 
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Welcome New Members

Nancy Sherer, Huntingburg, IN
Amber Zuhike, Oregon, WI

By Marcia Fox, Membership Chair
As of March 5, 2018, the Association has 509 members
distributed throughout the categories of individual, family, business, patron, youth, non-profit institutions, and life
members. Thirty-three of these are new to the Association.
The membership committee welcomes the new members.
Family members
Kansas
Jake Bauer and Deb Goodrich (Oakley)
Robert and Carolyn Behnke (Bushton)
Mark and Sharon Brooks (Council Grove)
George and Kay Elmore (Larned)
Connie and Tom Essington (Council Grove)
Daniel and Donna Frese (Council Grove)
Terry Hobbs (Topeka)
Rod and Julie Knoblich (Hoisington)
Josh and Jan Sciacca (Council Grove)
New Mexico: Jack and Sabrina Silvernale (Raton)
Other states: Conchita Marusich, Napa, CA

Youth members
Danielle Lamb, Lake Lotawana, MO
Brock Barrows, Bethalto, IL
Patron members
Kelley Judd, Council Grove, KS
Julie Phillips Puckett, Amarillo, TX
Non-Profit and Business members
Bent’s New Fort Foundation, Wiley, CO (NP)
Kansas City Public Library, Kansas City, MO (NP)
Saddlerock Café, Council Grove, KS (B)
Life members joining the other 51 life members are Barbara
and Karl Matz of McPherson, KS, along with Larry and
Debbie Justice of Derby, KS.
Business Members
As you travel the Trail, we encourage you to visit these businesses who proudly display the Santa Fe Trail emblem.
New Mexico
El Rancho de Las Golondrinas (Santa Fe)
LaFonda on the Plaza (Santa Fe)
Shadowlands Ranch (Watrous)
The Village of Cimarron
Colorado
First National Bank (Trinidad)
Bent’s New Fort Foundation (Wiley)
First National Bank (Las Animas)
Kansas
Dodge City Convention and Visitor’s Bureau
Scully Partners (Hillsboro)
Ride into History (Admire)
Saddlerock Café (Council Grove)

Individual members
Kansas
Michael Farmer (Emporia)
Sandra Hartman (Council Grove)
Mike Horn (Olathe)
Colorado
Nancy Billings Gerlock (Pueblo)
Tom Coffield (La Junta)
Missouri
Thomas Everitt (Kansas City)
Steve Hart (Springfield)
New Mexico
Alma Gregory (Sapello)
Merideth Hmura (Albuquerque)
Rudolph Laumbach (Las Vegas)
Julie Seton (Las Cruces)
Oklahoma: Chris Murray (Owasso)
Other states: Eric Kramer, West Allis, WI

We are sad to report the passing of these loyal Trail members: Austin Crusie, Oklahoma; Jere Krakow, New Mexico;
and Robert Parrish, Kansas. 

2021 Bicentennial Symposium Planning Underway
By Ed Stafford
The full Planning Committee for the 2021 Bicentennial
Symposium met March 10 as it continues to prepare for the
200th anniversary of the beginning of the Santa Fe Trail and
the 35th anniversary of the founding of the Santa Fe Trail
Association. The Symposium will be held September 22-25,
2021, in La Junta, Colorado, and at Bent's Old Fort NHS.
The theme for the event is "The Santa Fe Trail Lives On:
200 Years of Commerce and Cultural Connections."
Besides activities at the Fort, sessions are planned for Otero
https://digitalrepository.unm.edu/wagon_tracks/vol32/iss3/1
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Junior College, the Koshare Kiva Museum, and the Otero
County Museum. Bus tours to important Trail-related sites
in this historical area will be narrated by well-informed
historians. One tour will be a full-day eastbound excursion (Friday); the other two will take place Thursday and
Saturday afternoons. Living history activities presented by
interpreters will be available at Bent's Old Fort for those not
wishing to go on tours. Symposium speakers will be limited to 45-minute presentations. A traditional membership
meeting, awards ceremony, banquet, reception, and vendor
tables are planned. 
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Preservation: Diamond Vista Wind Energy Project
By Steve Schmidt
The Diamond Vista Wind Energy
Project is coming to northern Marion
County, Kansas. Construction is underway and should be substantially
completed by the end of 2018. There
will be 95 turbines (492 feet from
ground to highest tip of blade) with a
total installed capacity of 300 megawatts. The Cottonwood Crossing
Chapter’s Executive Committee has
met with the developer, Tradewind
Energy, and/or its consultants numerous times and has obtained written
assurance that the Santa Fe Trail in
Marion County will be respected and
Trail remnants not impacted. The
chapter provided comments on the
Conditional Use Permit Application
for the project, and the permit has
been approved by the Marion County
Planning and Zoning Commission.
For numerous reasons, all turbines
and project infrastructure have now
been designed to be located north of
the Santa Fe Trail, although the initial
project layout had turbines located
along and on both sides of the Trail.
As part of the project’s cultural resources studies, Tradewind’s consultant performed LiDAR mapping of
the SFT across the county, and that
information has been made available
in digital format to the chapter. Mr.
Doug Shaver with Burns and McDonnell consulting engineers actually
generated and interpreted the LiDAR
mapping. Mr. Shaver has previously
performed cultural resources studies for Rich Lawson at Rich’s Arrow
Rock Ferry site. The chapter is pleased
to have someone knowledgeable about
the Santa Fe Trail performing the
Diamond-Vista studies. In addition,
Tradewind Energy has made a significant cash donation to the chapter to
be used for the 2021 events in Marion
County related to the 200th Anniversary of the opening of the Santa Fe

Trail, as well as a significant cash donation (as suggested and initiated by
the Cottonwood Crossing Chapter)
to the recently reorganized Marion
County Historical Society. The chapter currently has a seat on the Historical Society’s Board of Directors.
Tradewind Energy develops wind
energy projects but does not build or
operate them. Tradewind has recently
handed-off the project to ENEL
Green Power North America, who
will build and operate the project.
The chapter’s executive committee
has recently met with a representative of ENEL. Previous commitments
by Tradewind to protect the Trail are
binding on and will be respected by
ENEL. ENEL will have a presence in
Marion County for years to come and
wants to support the county in various
ways. ENEL has indicated they might
be able to assist the chapter in coming
years, and the chapter and ENEL are
exploring possibilities.
One very important aspect of the
chapter’s successful participation/negotiations in this wind energy project
was the fact that SFTA has a Wind
Energy Project Policy adopted September 22, 2016. This gave the chapter
credibility and gave the project developer confidence that the chapter
was participating in good faith and
was not out there “winging it,” so to
speak. The other important aspect is
that both the policy and the chapter’s
position involve a spirit of cooperation
with the goals of having a successful
project and protection of the SFT.
In this case, especially, the developer
Tradewind Energy was sincerely committed to protection of Trail cultural
resources whether or not laws and
regulations required it. Not all wind
energy developers may have the strong
ethical compass that Tradewind exhibited in respecting cultural resources
in Marion County. 

July 10 is the submission deadline for the

McPherson 2021
All Schools Day
to have Trails Theme
By Steve Schmidt and Linda Colle
All Schools Day was started in 1914
as a way to celebrate the graduation of
McPherson County, Kansas, eighthgraders. All Schools Day has grown
into a week-long celebration—one
of the largest annual celebrations in
Kansas. The event parade draws thousands of people from McPherson and
McPherson County as well alumni
from other communities in Kansas
and throughout the nation.
Linda Colle, President of the Quivira
Chapter, and Steve Schmidt, President
of the Cottonwood Crossing Chapter,
recently met with the All Schools
Day executive committee to recommend the theme for the 2021 events
be designated as the Santa Fe Trail, to
coincide with the 200th anniversary
of the opening of the Santa Fe Trail.
The committee was very receptive to
this idea and after a good discussion
agreed that the theme for 2021 would
be related to “Trails.” The committee
wanted to be sure that 2021 would be
an All Schools Day celebration with a
focus on education and with a theme
that enabled SFTA and its local chapters to participate, while at the same
time recognizing that All Schools Day
would not simply be turned into a
Santa Fe Trail Commemoration event.
Linda and Steve will be working with
the All Schools Day Committee going forward in planning for 2021. A
theme something along the line of
Trails to Learning, Trails to Education, Trails from the Past Provide Education for Tomorrow, or something
similar needs to be agreed on. The
SFTA and the local chapters can then
plan ways to participate in and support the All Schools Day activities.
We very much appreciate the support
of the All Schools Day executive committee for designating the 2021 theme
and allowing SFTA to participate. 

August issue of Wagon Tracks.
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Nominations Accepted Online for 2018 SFTA Awards and Hall of Fame
By Linda Colle, Awards Chair

per year.

Honor those individuals or groups who deserve SFTA
Awards and entry into SFTA’s Hall of Fame by nominating
them for these awards. The deadline to submit nominations
for Awards and Hall of Fame is July 1. All nominations
should be submitted to the website. The direct links to the
nomination forms are listed below:
•

Awards: www.santafetrail.org/forms/award-nominationform.html

•

Hall of Fame: www.santafetrail.org/forms/hall-of-famenomination-form.html

If a written nomination is not received for an award category, no award will be given in that category. It is important
to submit nominations so we can recognize members and
groups for the great work that they do.
Several changes have been made to the awards. We hope
the changes will make the awards more meaningful as well
as easier for you to provide nominations. Specific changes
include:
•

Award of Merit has been reduced to one award of merit
given each year. This will make the award more meaningful.

•

The David Clapsaddle Memorial Chapter Award is a
new award in honor of David Clapsaddle, who served
for many years as president of the Wet/Dry Routes
Chapter. The award will be given for outstanding work
or outstanding leadership in a chapter (erecting signs,
guiding tours, giving programs, etc.). This will recognize
the chapters for their work.

•

The Educator Award has been simplified and will be
presented for outstanding classroom teaching about the
Santa Fe Trail, in elementary, high school or higher education classes. Each nomination must include why the
educator deserves the award. One award will be given

•

The Scholarship Award has been revised. The award will
be presented for research papers about the Trail written
by students. Students may submit their work for consideration. Maximum length of papers is 25 pages, doublespaced, including documentation of source information.
The paper selected for the award will be submitted to
Wagon Tracks for publication. One award will be presented each year.

•

The Marc Simmons Writing Award will be presented
for the best article in Wagon Tracks for the previous year.

Remember also to nominate someone for the Hall of Fame.
The Santa Fe Trail Association Hall of Fame was established
to recognize those individuals who were associated with the
Santa Fe Trail during its historic period or in modern times
who have made significant contributions to, had an impact
on, or led preservation efforts for the Santa Fe Trail. Hall of
Fame nominations must be made posthumously. There are
two categories for nominations to the Hall of Fame:
•

Historic Hall of Fame - Individuals who lived prior to
1900 and traveled the Santa Fe Trail and/or made a significant contribution to or had an impact on the history
of the Santa Fe Trail.

•

Modern Hall of Fame - Individuals who lived after
1900 who have been significant in the study of the
Santa Fe Trail, or have made a significant contribution
to the preservation of the Trail, or provided historic information, artifacts, or remnants related to the Trail.

Any SFTA member may nominate someone for consideration for the Hall of Fame in either category and should
include a 100+ word justification. The Awards and Hall of
Fame Committee of the Santa Fe Trail Association will
evaluate all nominees to determine which nominees will
be inducted into the Santa Fe Trail Hall of Fame. A list of
previous Hall of Fame inductees can be found at www.santafetrail.org/about-us/hall-of-fame/. 

What Happened to My Emails?
One of the benefits of your SFTA Membership is getting the weekly email blast that promotes events and sites along the
trail. If you’re a member of SFTA and not getting these emails, maybe you un-subscribed by mistake. It’s easy to click on
the wrong button sometimes. It’s also easy to re-subscribe and start receiving the news again. Just send an email to info@
santafetrail.org with your request and we’ll send you instructions on how you can subscribe again.
If you didn’t give your email when you joined or re-joined SFTA, we can take that information now and start sending the
news to you. Just send an email to the address above and we’ll add your email to your membership information.

https://digitalrepository.unm.edu/wagon_tracks/vol32/iss3/1
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2018 Rendezvous Awards
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We’re Not Just Preaching to the Choir
By Ruth Friesen and Phyllis Morgan
The “gospel” of the Santa Fe National Historic Trail is being
spread far beyond the Association membership.
When members of the Santa Fe Trail Association open
their paper Wagon Tracks, they are one of the elite few who
are able to actually hold the journal in their hands, unaided
by an electronic device. However, the journal can be read by
others around the world who wish to learn about the Santa
Fe Trail. In addition to a posting on the Association website,
www.santafetrail.org, each issue is posted on a University of
New Mexico website as well as entered into the postings of
EBSCO, a subscription service available to libraries.
The Beginning
This outreach began in 2011 when Phyllis Morgan, SFTA’s
New Mexico Director at the time, made her final delivery
of Wagon Tracks issues to complete the collection of Wagon
Track volumes for the Center for Southwest Research at
Zimmerman Library on the University of New Mexico
campus in Albuquerque. She delivered the journals directly
to Mike Kelly, at that time the Director of the Center and
recently retired.
She had known him for a number of years because she often
did research at the Center and had also given them all of her
papers and documents related to her book A Sense of Place:
Rudolfo A. Anaya: An Annotated Bio-Bibliography (Ethnic
Studies Library Publications Series), co-authored by Cesar
A. Gonzalez-T. Her collection accompanies Rudolfo’s huge
collection that is being digitized at this time. Some of his
collection is already accessible to researchers, students, and
other academics.
“Mike was very appreciative of receiving the full set of
Wagon Tracks, especially because of the important connection
with New Mexico history and the Santa Fe Trail,” Phyllis
said. Mike Kelly told her that their efforts in digitizing such
materials were well underway, and he offered to have the full
set of Wagon Tracks digitized, with no charges of any kind.
“I was thrilled with his offer, because this was a great way
to bring Wagon Tracks to the attention of many people.
When completed, the issues would be searchable online
and through the Internet. I told him that I was definitely
interested and thought the SFTA would, no doubt, also be,”
Phyllis said.
Phyllis brought the matter before the SFTA Board of Directors, which approved the action. Leo Oliva, Wagon Tracks
Editor at the time, wrote a letter authorizing UNM to
proceed. Approval did not come without much discussion
however. Concerns were raised about maintaining access to
https://digitalrepository.unm.edu/wagon_tracks/vol32/iss3/1
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Wagon Tracks as a membership perk, which could encourage
people to become members of the Association. The counter thought was that access to information about the Trail
should be open to researchers, who could utilize research
that had already been done so that articles they wrote would
be accurate. The approach that the mission of the SFTA is
to protect and preserve the Santa Fe Trail and to promote
awareness of the historical legacy associated with it, and not
to protect and preserve the Association, won the discussion.
In the spring of 2013, the Publications Committee, led by
Rod Podszus, recommended that SFTA allow the content
of Wagon Tracks to be licensed by EBSCO for distribution
by subscription to libraries. SFTA President Roger Slusher
signed the license agreement. The agreement states that EBSCO may include “Content of the Publications beginning
with Volume 26, Issue 1,” which would be November 2011.
Beginning with that issue, Wagon Tracks was also posted on
the SFTA website as it was published, and archival issues
were posted as well.
The World: Beyond the Choir
The scope of readership of Wagon
Tracks spreads far beyond the borders of the United States. During
the three-month period of December 25, 2017, through March 25,
2018, parts of Wagon Tracks were
read via the UNM portal by 21 people in the Great Britain. Twenty-six other Europeans read
it as well. Readership included 28 in Asia, two in Australia,
ten in Africa, and four in South America. Over 200 readers within the United States accessed Wagon Tracks as well.
Since UNM began posting Wagon Tracks online, it has been
accessed by people from 58 different countries.
The “dashboard” provided by UNM breaks out readership
by other categories, such as commercial institutions, government, educational institutions, libraries, organizations and
military. In a further breakdown, the issue or article accessed
is noted. For example, the story “Mexican Money/American
Commerce” by David Clapsaddle in the August 2014 issue
was accessed by two readers in the United States and one
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from Australia.
EBSCO breaks out data differently. During 2017, Wagon
Tracks was accessed 626 times, with many of those coming
from the San Bernardino Valley College. Other colleges
make up the bulk of the times accessed, with the exception
of 25 times being a sales demo by EBSCO itself. One of the
most popular articles accessed was “The American Invasion
of New Mexico and Mexican Merchants” by David A. Sandoval in February and May 2015.
According to Google Analytics, 28 percent of those viewing
SFTA’s website are 18-24 years old, 34 percent are 25-34
years old, 16 percent are ages 35-44, and the remaining 22
percent are age 45 and up. 61 percent of these users do so
with a desktop computer, 24 percent with a tablet, and 15
percent on a mobile device. When users visit the website,
the top item viewed is the interactive trail map, followed
by the Mapping/Marking section and Trail Maps. Other
popular pages are under “The Trail” tab, with users viewing
the History Timeline, FAQS, and Explore pages. Two other
popular pages include the Calendar of Events and the Geocaching page. Ninety-seven percent of SFTA website users
are located in the U.S.A.
Finding Wagon Tracks Online
•

Look on the Santa Fe Trail Association website, www.
santafetrail.org and click on Publications, then Wagon
Tracks, then Online.

•

To search the UNM portal, go to https://library.unm.
edu. Click on Journals, then enter “Wagon Tracks”.
Voilá!

•

To access the EBSCO listing, you must be at a library
which subscribes to the service.

It is only through members’ continued support that a history buff in Australia or Great Britain is able to log onto
a website and access the information provided in Wagon
Tracks. Through membership dues, each and every member
is actively taking part in an outreach effort that is reaching
students of history all over the world. You are helping spread
the word about the history of the Santa Fe Trail, helping
preserve the Trail.

Facebook Reaches
Beyond SFTA Members
Although Wagon Tracks is the Association’s
historic outreach tool, existing from the
very beginning of the Association, SFTA also uses newer
tools to reach a broad audience, including those who are not
silver-haired. More than 70 percent of SFTA’s Facebook followers are under the age of 65. Forty-seven percent are bePublished
UNM Digital Repository, 2018
Mayby2018

tween 45-64 years old, 22 percent between ages 25-44, and 2
percent between ages 13-24. Fifty-two percent are female.
As of the end of March 2018, SFTA’s Facebook page has
1,520 followers, also called “likes,” almost triple that of
SFTA membership. Followers hail from 22 countries, and
the top five U.S. cities represented are Wichita, Denver,
Santa Fe, Kansas City, and Topeka. The total number of
SFTA followers expands when someone shares a post from
SFTA’s page, which occurs quite frequently. How many
times do Association members share Wagon Tracks with
non-members?
If you follow SFTA’s Facebook page, you will see almost
daily very short items about the Trail. For example, today
features a post from the Kaw Mission State Historic Site
about wind wagons. Yesterday an article from the May 1998
Wagon Tracks listed trade items that pack trains carry, and
another article featured Bishop Lamy at Fort Dodge 1867.
Previous days introduced a blog about The Fort Restaurant,
and shared a photo essay about the Stone Corral School that
burned in the Rice/McPherson County fires.
Becoming a follower is simple. Go to www.facebook.com
and create an account. Once you open Facebook, look at the
toolbar at the top and search for Santa Fe Trail Association.
You’ll see an icon with a green wagon. Click on that and you
will see the SFTA page. Beneath the photo on that page will
be a “Like” box and a “Following” box. Click both and you
are set.
Weekly Email Blasts Keep Members Up-to-Date
Weekly emails containing one to three news items enable
members and non-members to hear the latest news and
receive reminders of meetings and last minute changes.
This approach is much more agile than Wagon Tracks. Rod
Podszus, who volunteered to provide this service, said that
the email blast “has also proven to be a good two-way communication tool with SFTA members and friends. Rarely
does a week go by that I don’t get an email request for more
details about an event, person, or place.”
Rod has sent out 310 weekly email blasts. 543 SFTA members with valid email addresses receive these emails. Another
267 friends, media, homeschoolers, and NPS and USDA
personnel receive the email blast. SFTA’s average “open rate”
is 44 percent (those who actually read the email); industry
average is 24 percent.
If you haven’t signed up for this, or somehow your emails
are missing, just send an email to info@santafetrail.org with
your request and we’ll send you instructions on how you can
subscribe. 
Ruth Friesen is the editor of Wagon Tracks, and Phyllis Morgan is a former information/research specialist, writer, and
SFTA board member.
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Stone Marker at Marion-McPherson County LIne Refurbished
By Steve Schmidt

What is locally known as the “Stone Marker,” just off
Highway 56 at the Marion–McPherson County (Kansas)
line, has recently been refurbished. Cottonwood Crossing
Chapter Vice President Doug Sharp power-washed the
monument and arranged for the repainting of the line work
on the marker. It looks really nice again. The monument
was in sore need of refurbishment, as the paint had deteriorated and the marker had suffered a severe attack by vandals
using paintball guns some years ago.
Many times in written articles and in conversations, we
see/hear the statement, “The Stone Marker marks the spot
where the Chisholm Trail and Santa Fe Trail crossed.” That
is not correct. The marker clearly labels its location as “You
Are Here” and the two trails actually crossed a few miles to
the northeast of the marker. Based on the Chisholm Trail
markers located and placed some years ago by the late Tom
Frazee of Wichita, Kansas, the two trails crossed on Steve
and Glenda Schmidt’s land at French Frank’s Trail Seg-

ment. However, research by Cottonwood Crossing Chapter
member Brian Stucky indicates the Chisholm Trail was
not one clearly defined path like the Santa Fe Trail, but was
more of a system of braided paths in west central Marion
County. Therefore, I think it is likely that Mr. Frazee
marked one such path. Regardless, the Stone Marker commemorates the crossing of the trails, but it does not mark
the crossing.
Younger members of the Chapter and the SFTA may not
realize this, but the Stone Marker was erected by the Cottonwood Crossing Chapter and the Marion County Economic Development Council in 1995. The Stone Marker is
composed of a relatively soft limestone, and the engraved
linework as well as the stone in general continue to deteriorate. At some point in the not-too-distant future, it
may be necessary to re-engrave the line work or replace the
marker with a more durable type of stone. If a new stone
is erected, the dates of the SFT in Marion County can be
corrected to 1821-1866, and the Chisholm Trail to 18671871.
At least for now, the Stone Marker is looking good, and
thanks to Doug for all his efforts. 

Comment from Geocacher at Old Franklin Site: Since
I started caching this trail from Santa Fe, it's hard for me
to believe that there isn't another one just down the road.
It's the end (or beginning, depending on your perspective).
We've learned so much; . . . we started out thinking the
SFT was an emigrant trail, and pretty quickly learned that
it was a trade trail, quite different. We were startled to realize we were in old Mexico at times, when we had thought
of this as a U.S. trail. We saw red sunsets in Kansas (who
knew Kansas could be so pretty) and got a lot of dirt on
my trusty Outback. We played in Kansas playgrounds,
watched for high plains rattlesnakes (never saw any), and
found several caches by flashlight . . . And so much more.
Wow. Thanks for the cache and the whole trail!
https://digitalrepository.unm.edu/wagon_tracks/vol32/iss3/1
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Comment from Geocacher at La Fonda Hotel, translated from French: I'm on vacation in the USA for a
while and on the road I take the opportunity to make
some discoveries of caches in each of the regions and
states. This day is dedicated to the visit of Santa Fe and
Los Alamos where the atomic bomb was manufactured.
Most traditional caches have been pretty good. Nice
place for this cache. A beautiful city that provided me
with two virtual caches whose answers will be sent to the
owner. Thanks to the depositors of caches that make us
discover your beautiful region.
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Levi J. Keithley, Ineffective Government Man in Territorial New Mexico
By Doyle Daves
Levi J. Keithley arrived in New
Mexico via the Santa Fe Trail in the
1830s. He settled in Las Vegas, married a local Hispanic woman and
raised a family, established business
enterprises and engaged in local
politics. Later he held several territorial and federal posts of responsibility. Keithley came to New Mexico
for adventure and opportunity and
stayed to contribute in important
ways during the transition to American rule and throughout most of the
territorial period.
The Keithley Family Follows
the Ever West-Moving
American Frontier
Levi Keithley’s grandfather, Jacob
Keithley, was born about 1748 in
Germany.1, 2 In 1792 he moved his
family along with his four brothers
from Pennsylvania, first to Bourbon
County, Kentucky, and then west to
Warren County. Here Jacob established a farm but also kept an inn
serving travelers headed west toward
the expanding American frontier.
Abraham, Levi’s father, born in 1778,
was a teenager at the time of these
migrations.
Abraham married Tennie Roland
and established his own farm in
Warren County, Kentucky, where
he received a grant of 200 acres “on
Drake Creek.”3 The couple had two
sons and a daughter; Levi was born
in 1804, Abraham Jr. in 1805, and
Sarah in 1806. With these toddlers,
Abraham and Tennie elected to
continue west to the new frontier,
following Daniel Boone to Missouri.
They located along the Cuivre River
at Fort Femme Osage in St. Charles
County, Missouri. Abraham and
Tennie established a farm and had a
second daughter, Christina, in 1810
before tragedy struck.
“Early one morning in the year 1814
[actually 1813] Abraham Keithley
Published
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went into the woods to hunt his
horses. He crossed the Cuivre River
at Chain-of-Rocks and was soon
afterward killed and scalped by a
party of Indians. His body was found
by friends a few days afterward and
buried where he fell.”4 Tennie, now a
widow with four small children on a
dangerous frontier, quickly remarried
to John Shelley.5
Levi Keithley Follows Family
Tradition and Goes West
Levi and his siblings grew to adulthood in Missouri. His brother
Abraham and his sisters married,
established families and remained
in Missouri throughout their lives.
Levi did not marry but stayed close
to and cared for his mother until he
was past 30. At that point, perhaps
his mother died. In any event, Levi,
like his father and grandfather, chose
to move farther west and establish a
new life.
He traveled the Santa Fe Trail to
New Mexico before 1839. In that
year he applied for and received
Mexican citizenship.6 Levi settled
in Las Vegas, then a town just being established at the Santa Fe Trail
crossing of the Gallinas River.7, 8 In
fact, Levi Keithley was likely the
first American to make his home in
Las Vegas. Interestingly, although
Keithley became a Mexican citizen
in 1839, the 1845 Mexican census for
Las Vegas lists only native-born New
Mexico Hispanics.9
Keithley Establishes Himself as a
Merchant in Las Vegas
The first record of business activity in
New Mexico by Levi Keithley is not
in Las Vegas but in Santa Fe. Apparently, Levi became involved with
Santa Fe Trail traders, either during
his crossing from Missouri or soon
afterward, as a letter dated June 6,
1839, and signed by Keithley, L[ouis]
Robidoux, and Antonio Martinez at
Santa Fe,10 was for goods transported
Wagon Tracks

on the Trail. There is no evidence
that Levi continued in the freighting
business.
In 1842, he established a grist mill
and a small trading post a half mile
south of the Las Vegas plaza.11
Keithley operated these businesses
for a decade, during which time the
Mexican-American War occurred
and New Mexico was occupied by
Brigadier General Stephen W. Kearny and the Army of the West.12 Like
other businessmen, Keithley surely
benefited by selling to the Army with
its great need for supplies for both
men and animals.13 In 1853, Keithley
sold these businesses to the company14 of Connelly15 and Mitchell.16
Keithley had begun ranching as early
as 1841 when he wrote prominent
Santa Fe businessman and United
States Consul Manuel Alvarez17 to
report that he was gathering sheep
for market.18 This ranching activity continued for at least 40 years as
shown by U. S. census entries.
As the Civil War began in 1861
and soldiers from the western frontier were transferred east, “General
Edward R. S. Canby, commanding
in New Mexico confirmed that...
Mescalero [Apache] raiders, Navajo,
Ute, Kiowa, and Comanche ‘marauders’ had increased their attacks.”19
That year, “Levi Keithley, who was
ranching on the Pecos” reported to
the military authorities that “one of
my peons today saw Comanches not
more than a mile from my house....”
This report indicates that Keithley
recognized and respected the threat
the Comanches represented; however, another incident makes clear that
he also believed in fair treatment.
When soldiers at Hatch’s Ranch
(located on the plains near the Gallinas River southeast of Las Vegas,
now part of Parks Springs Ranch),
without apparent provocation, fired
on and killed several Comanches,
Keithley reacted with indignation.
“The Comanches, he insisted, had
17
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come with their families and pack
animals to trade, and when fired upon
had run off without making any hostile demonstrations.”20
Keithley Turns to Politics
and Public Service
The excitement and turmoil associated
with the American takeover of New
Mexico in 1846 and its aftermath
inevitably involved the best educated
and economically most successful men
of New Mexico, Levi Keithley among
them. In January of 1847 a revolt at
Taos led to the deaths of Governor
Charles Bent, some other officials,
and several prominent men. Colonel
Sterling Price led troops who quickly
restored order, but at the cost of many
deaths and injuries.21 This uprising
caused a crisis in other towns, including Las Vegas. In June, “When a letter
was brought to Juan de Dios Maese
urging revolt, the Alcalde [Mayor]
showed the letter to Levi J. Keithley,
a neighbor on the plaza.”22 Following
the advice of Keithley and other leaders, Alcalde Maese, remaining true to
his pledge of allegiance to the American government, urged the people of
Las Vegas to remain peaceful.23
The Constitutional Convention of
1850 and the “Compromise of 1850”
During the period of military rule in
New Mexico, frustrated citizens attempted to institute civilian government. In 1848 and 1849 conventions
were organized for this purpose. In
1849 the convention resulted in “presenting a plan for a civil government
of said Territory of New Mexico, and
asking the action of Congress thereon.”24 Both the military command in
New Mexico and the national government deemed these conventions
illegal and nothing was accomplished.
Keithley did not participate in these
early efforts to effect civilian government.
In 1850, President Zachary Taylor,
who was known to favor admitting New Mexico as a state, and the
military governor at Santa Fe issued
https://digitalrepository.unm.edu/wagon_tracks/vol32/iss3/1
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a proclamation calling for election of
delegates for a constitutional convention. Levi Keithley, representing San
Miguel County, was one of nineteen
delegates chosen.25 A constitution was
drafted, submitted to the people for a
vote and was adopted, 8371 to 39.
Before the New Mexico delegation
could reach Washington with this
news, word was received in Santa Fe
that Congress had acted, admitting
California as a state and creating the
territories of Utah and New Mexico.
In assessing these actions of 1850,
Thomas Donnelly concluded that
“New Mexico was simply a pawn on
the chessboard of national politics.”26
The key issue in the United States in
the years leading up to the Civil War
was slavery; the 1850 constitution for
New Mexico, with Levi Keithley’s
enthusiastic support, took a strong
anti-slavery stand. In presenting the
constitution to the people, an accompanying statement was blunt: “Slavery
in New Mexico is...a moral, social and
political evil.”27 Nonetheless, the issue
persisted in the territory as the impending war got closer.
In 1859, the New Mexico legislature
adopted a slave code at the urging
of New Mexico’s delegate to Congress, Miguel A. Otero, whose wife
was Mary Josephine Blackwood of a
prominent South Carolina family.28
Owing at least partly to the influence of his wife’s family, the code
“was more a reflection of Otero’s own
Pro-Southern sympathies than….any
fundamental shift in attitude among
territorial residents.”29
Levi Keithley was Speaker of the
House in this session of the Territorial
legislature. He “raised strong objections to this [slave] code, but his colleagues ejected him.” With this rebuff,
Keithley again turned his attention
elsewhere. “Such strong antislavery
feelings impressed President Lincoln,
who later regarded Keithley as a potential candidate for the marshalcy.”30
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Keithley and His Government Jobs
Already in 1850, Keithley had become
a U. S. government employee when
he was named the first postmaster
at Las Vegas,31 and “in the spring of
1861, the Attorney General offered
the post [of U. S. Marshal for New
Mexico Territory] to a prominent Las
Vegas merchant, Levi J. Keithley.”32
The position required that he move
to Santa Fe and “the cost of living in
Santa Fe was outrageous….if he took
the position he would not be able to
support a family.”33 Still, the position
was prestigious and Keithley accepted
it (Philadelphia Press, May 3, 1861).
Keithley did not remain Marshal for
long, as he soon received another offer
that he found more attractive.
While serving as U. S. Marshal,
Keithley was following the contentious issues surrounding treatment of
the Plains Indian tribes. In December
of 1861, he wrote Samuel B. Watrous34 to complain about legislative
treatment of Indian affairs.35 Shortly
thereafter, in 1862, he became Indian
Agent at Cimarron (Santa Fe New
Mexican, September 6, 1862). In 1861,
Kit Carson, who had moved the agency for the Jicarilla Apaches from Taos
to Cimarron, was succeeded as agent
by William F. N. Arny, who in turn
was replaced by Keithley.
Oliva36 wrote that: “Arny hoped to
get the Jicarillas to farm, but his successor in 1862, Levi Keithley, was not
interested in farming and distributed
rations from [Lucien B.] Maxwell’s
Ranch at Rayado.” In an interesting,
but unsourced paper, Louis Serna
provided impressions of this period at
Cimarron. He noted that at Keithley’s
appointment as Indian Agent, he
was called a “plain, honest, straightforward old farmer.” Serna also noted
that Keithley was very cynical about
his Indian charges, which affected
his management of the agency. He
strongly favored establishing reservations to manage Indians and believed
that establishing schools for them
would do no good. Again, Keithley’s
tactlessness contributed to his lack of
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success, as he was removed from his
post as agent in 1865.37
At the time he left his post as Indian
Agent, Keithley was 61 years old.
Very little is known about his later
years, although two brief newspaper
accounts indicate that he remained
active. In 1881, when Keithley was
seventy-seven, the Las Vegas Daily
Gazette (October 27) reported that
the San Miguel County School Commissioners had appointed teachers,
including Levi Keithley, at pay rates of
$45 per month for teachers bilingual
in English and Spanish and $35 for
those who only spoke Spanish.
It seems likely that Keithley had begun his teaching career well before
this notice; that he remained committed to education the remainder of his
life is shown by a later report (Santa
Fe New Mexican, November 1, 1898).
This report gave Keithley credit for
leading a statewide effort to make the
English language mandatory in all
New Mexico schools. In a stinging
criticism, the New Mexican asserted
that: “If the people of New Mexico
ever expect to become educated and
speak English, they must ignore the
Democratic party and its precepts, the
party which expelled Levi J. Keithley
of San Miguel County from the legislature because he introduced and
sought to enact a school bill for the
education of our people.” The report
states that Keithley’s expulsion from
the legislature occurred “prior to
1885.” As a political party cannot “expel” a legislator, presumably the party
failed to endorse him for re-election.
Levi J. Keithley was certainly a man
of strong convictions, who may have
exhibited a fiery temperament and
clearly lacked the political tact necessary for legislative success. His
temperament might account for his
removal as Speaker of the House in
1859 during debate over a slave code
for New Mexico and his later rejection
over an educational issue.
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The Keithley Family in New Mexico
When Levi Keithley left Missouri
and traveled to New Mexico, he was
in his mid-thirties. There is no evidence that he had been married. The
1830 census for Missouri does list a
“Levi Keithley” but this is clearly an
uncle, the younger brother of Levi’s
father, Abraham Keithley. Listed in
Lincoln County, Missouri, just to the
north of St. Charles County where the
Keithleys originally settled, are Levi’s
brother Abraham, Jr. and John Shelley,
Levi’s step-father. The Shelley household consisted of only two people so
Levi was not with them even though
it was said that Levi “took care of his
mother after his father’s death.”
After Keithley’s arrival in New Mexico, he remained single; we find him in
the 1850 census for Las Vegas living
with an older cook. In the 1860 census, consistent with his having sold his
Las Vegas businesses, we find Keithley
living at “Taylor’s Ranch,” presumably where he had established himself
along the Pecos River. In this census,
listed with him are George Morgan,
presumably a hired hand, and also Vitalia Bustos, age 28, Juan Keithley, age
five and Cesario Bustos, age one year.
Thus, Keithley had clearly acquired a
wife—in about 1854 when he was 50.
The 1870 census lists the Keithleys
at San Jose (probably a change in the
designation of the location and not
a move). Now “Vitalia Bustos” had
become “Maria de Jesus Bustos,” age
50, and the two boys, Juan ( John) and
Cesario had acquired a new brother,
also Juan ( John), age seven months.
By 1880, things had changed. In this
census Levi and his family are enumerated twice; they are still listed living on the ranch, but in another listing they are in Las Vegas on Romero
Street. What is most important is that
“Vitalia” or “Maria de Jesus” had died,
and Levi is listed as a widower with
two boys, Cesario and Juan. There is
a separate listing for the oldest son,
John. He is now married and living
with his wife Philipa. None of the
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Keithleys have been located in the
1885 New Mexico Territorial census
or later United States census records.
Summation
Levi Keithley was an early American
settler in New Mexico who arrived
in the 1830s without knowledge of
the Spanish language or Hispanic
culture, but surely with a sense that
the New Mexico frontier offered more
opportunities than what he had left
in Missouri. In a new book about the
conditions that lead to human betterment, Steven Pinker wrote that sites
of advancement “have always been
trading cities on major crossroads and
waterways...[this] explains why human beings have always been...moving
to wherever they can make the best
lives.”38 Levi Keithley must have had
some sense that Las Vegas, the first
Mexican town on the Santa Fe Trail,
was such a place. When the American Army arrived in 1846, the talent
pool for leadership was very shallow.
Keithley was energetic, articulate,
relatively well educated, honest, and
forthright. These qualities were appreciated and led to his receiving four
prestigious leadership positions: postmaster, legislative leader, United States
Marshall, and Indian Agent. Properly
managed, any of these positions would
have resulted in Keithley gaining respect, attracting allies and supporters,
and becoming a more consequential
leader – badly needed in New Mexico
at the time.
Unfortunately, this did not happen.
Levi Keithley held each position for
a relatively short period and left the
posts amid disillusionment and acrimony. The record suggests that in each
case, Keithley alienated, rather than
attracted, colleagues and potential
supporters. He seems to have believed
the jobs required that he assess the
challenges and then make decisions: “I
know best.” He never understood that
leaders, particularly in public roles,
only succeed by persuading other officials and leading citizens to support
policy decisions. Keithley’s failures
were a great loss to a struggling ter19
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ritory that was very short of honest,
conscientious, un-selfserving leaders.
Despite his failures, Levi Keithley is
an important historical figure. Probably the first American to settle in
Las Vegas, he led, after the American
Army came, a surge of Americans into
New Mexico, and into Las Vegas in
particular. By his early establishment
of businesses, Keithley made significant contributions to the development
of Las Vegas. After over 50 years
in his adopted New Mexico, Levi
Keithley died in Santa Fe in 1894 at
the age of 90.
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Julius Froebel’s Western Travels, Part VII
[ Julius Froebel, 1805-1893, a German
geographer and geologist, traveled extensively in Central America and portions
of western North America, 1850-1856.
Following his return to Germany, he
published Seven Years’ Travel in Central America, Northern Mexico, and
the Far West of the United States in
1857, which was translated into English
in 1859. The volume was reprinted in
2011. The section of his travels over the
Santa Fe Trail into Chihuahua during 1852-1853, is reprinted in Wagon
Tracks as space is available. The first six
parts appeared in May 2008, August
2008, August 2010, November 2010,
February 2011, and August 2012. Froebel provides one of the finest descriptions
of the trail environment of any prairie
traveler. The following portion picks up
the story of his travels on September 12,
1852, crossing the Arkansas River at the
Cimarron Crossing near present Cimarron, Kansas.]
On the 12th of September we crossed
the Arkansas, the passage being successfully effected in three hours by
our whole caravan. The bottom of the
river is a quicksand, which is visible in
parts above the surface of the water,
apparently dry. If a waggon passes
quickly over it the wheels rumble as
if crossing a rocky path; but if it stops
for an instant the ground grows fluid,
the wheels sink in, and shortly stand
fixed, as if walled in; the skill of the
driver, therefore, consists in keeping
the waggon in motion at all hazards.
Sixteen mules were attached to each
of our waggons, and at least four drivers walked by the side of each team to
urge on the animals.
We encamped on a low meadow on
the other side of the river. The Indians, who during our passage had
assembled in great numbers on the
shore, accompanied us to our camp,
waited until our dinner was prepared,
and then offered unceremoniously to
share our meal.
Amongst our visitors was a man who
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introduced himself as a chieftain of
rank among the Kiowas. He wore the
usual leather dress, with a blue blanket over it, and round his head a red
handkerchief twisted in the fashion
of a turban, which gave him quite
an Asiatic appearance. The thought
struck me of offering him a pair of old
black trousers and an old silk waistcoat. Another one added a shabby felt
hat, and this present was received with
a delight which banished from the
old man’s face that impassive expression which Indian etiquette dictates.
He unceremoniously pulled off his
dress—by no means valueless—and
donned these cast-off clothes. When
the old hat had supplanted his red
turban, a small looking-glass was
added to the present. In this the man
gazed at himself for a long time with
speechless astonishment, until at last
he broke out into the first gentle and
then increasingly loud exclamations
of “Bueno!” In his rapture he wanted
to give me in return his whole equipment—leather garment, blanket, bow,
quiver, and arrows, a bag embroidered
with pearls, the red handkerchief—in
short, all he had about him. When I
gave him to understand that I did not
accept any payment, but had freely
made him this present, he extended
his arms as if to embrace some huge
object, and declared that I was a “Capitan tan grande!” (Such a big captain!)
He now ordered all his people present
to leave our camp; he himself had had
enough, and thought the others might
likewise be satisfied. He flung himself
on his horse and, without taking leave,
rode off, continually looking in the
mirror and feeling himself with his
hands.
Our road now continued in a W.S.W.
direction, rising gradually from the
river over loose sand, which rendered the journey very fatiguing. The
country around presented a desolate
aspect, with here and there only a
tuft of grass rising from the sand, a
cactus, or a sunflower. We gradually
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approached a layer of firmer ground, a
sandy clay, forming a level plateau, and
growing a short turf of buffalo-grass.
Now and then the latter is broken by
a barren spot, or by a group of largeleaved Asclepiae, white Euphorbiae,
grey Artemisae, white-blossomed
Asters, or by one of the innumerable
yellow-flowering plants of the family
of Compositoe. Most of these plants
occur in groups of the same species,
according to the peculiarity of the soil
on which they grow. There are circular
depressions in the ground [buffalo
wallows?], which are at times filled
with water, the bottom being coated
with stiff clay. These depressions are
very flat, the water in the middle being rarely two feet deep. All round
their edge the ground rises a few feet,
until it reaches the surrounding level,
and this embankment is surrounded
with annular zones of vegetation, in
which are seen in successive rows most
of the plants that grow on the plain in
groups. This phenomenon, therefore,
is no doubt attributable to the same
causes that regulate the formation
of the zones, and arises from the circumstance that the smallest variations
of height in the soil cause differently
mixed strata and other conditions of
moisture to appear on the surface.
These are phenomena showing some
of the laws which regulate the geographical distribution of plants on the
smallest scale, and the shallow basins
of water, many being only a few paces
in diameter, may be called lakes en
miniature.
Water is found in this desert—for
such indeed the tract between the
Arkansas and the Cimarron must be
called—in a second form: in irregular
holes in the sand, called by the waggoners “sand-pans.” The reader may
easily conceive that in both these natural reservoirs the fluid is neither very
clear nor pure; and I must remark, that
in this journey, as well as on my subsequent travels through the interior of
the continent, I speak of pure water as
21
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of exceptional occurrence. When I use
the term water it generally designates
a brackish mud, and for a long time I
have drank water which was not clean
enough to wash my face in. On these
muddy pools in the desert between the
Arkansas and the Cimarron, I saw on
this journey the first wild ducks. They
increased in numbers as we proceeded
westward.

The further we advanced the more
sterile the plateau became and the
harder the soil, which, as far as the eye
reached, presented a perfectly level
plain. Proceeding over a tract of loose
sand, we came to Sand Creek, the bed
of which was dry, and on the further
side the soil was again hard and level.
The stratum of hard clay always lies
above the loose sand.

We travelled throughout the night,
and the following morning encamped
close to a pool of water. The wind blew
cold from the north, and one of our
drivers was suffering so much from
rheumatism as to be quite disabled
from service. I advised him to take a
bath in the pool, and after this to have
himself rubbed hard. The remedy was
completely successful. The wind suddenly shifted from the north, and a
very close south wind succeeded, the
change causing dizziness and vomiting in several of our people. I found
throughout the whole journey that a
southerly wind invariably produced a
disagreeable and often injurious effect
on the body. Even north of the Arkansas, during such a warm wind, one
of our drivers, a tall and strong-built
blue-eyed Kentuckian, fell senseless
and in convulsions on the ground as
I was walking by his side and speaking with him. I bled him, by which he
recovered.

Here I saw, for the first time, one of
those large hairy spiders called tarantula by the Mexicans, but differing
from the European tarantula. They are
found in the deserts and steppes from
the Arkansas to California, as well as
throughout a great part of Mexico;
and this insect, the very sight of which
creates a disagreeable feeling, is with
reason more feared than the rattlesnake. Its bite is perhaps less immediately dangerous, but its consequences
are far more difficult of cure than
those of the bite of the rattlesnake.
During my travels in North America
persons of my party were, on two occasions, bitten by rattlesnakes; in both
cases they drank brandy in large quantities as an antidote, and the danger
passed without any subsequent inconvenience. One of our drivers, on the
contrary, told me that his brother had
lost an eye from the bite of a tarantula
near the temple, and had subsequently
become idiotic.

Whilst encamped by this pool we
saw a single horseman come up to us
across the plain; he dismounted and
claimed hospitality. During his stay
he confided to us the fact that he had
shot a man in New Mexico, and had,
in consequence, been obliged to fly. It
requires desperate resolution to travel
from New Mexico to Missouri alone;
this man, however, had a horse and a
gun. We repeatedly met, at different
points of our journey, deserters from
the forts of New Mexico, who had
travelled on foot for many hundred
miles over the wilderness alone and
unarmed. Some of them had subsisted
for weeks together on locusts, lizards
and frogs, before we supplied them
with provisions.

On the third day of our journey
through the desert, towards evening,
the refraction raised into the air, above
the horizon, the picture of the heights
on the other side of the Cimarron.
This effect of the unequally-heated
strata of air often produces strange
phenomena on the plains. Objects
which appear on the horizon are
lengthened out to a gigantic size, and
a buffalo-herd on the Arkansas looked
like a group of trees.
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Soon after, we had in reality a view of
the valley of the Cimarron. With the
green pasture, but without either tree
or shrub, enclosed on both sides by
banks of sandstone and conglomerate, this slight depression presented a
true oasis in the desert, between the
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greyish-brown barren heights of the
plateau on either side. But the oasis
itself is here only a milder form of
desert nature. The river—if I may call
it so—formed at the point where we
reached it a small stagnant and brackish brook, running amongst reeds
and rushes. On its bank, however, we
found some springs of sweet water,
the so-named “Lower Springs,” [also
known as Wagonbed Springs] near
which we halted.
In the evening the lightning played
all around, and heavy clouds promised rain; but only a few drops fell.
As I was standing on guard, between
nine and eleven o’clock, I saw a waving light over the heights on the
north side of the valley: its motion
resembled that of the fluctuating reflections of the Fata Morgana, under a
gentle agitation of the air. Two bright
points suddenly appeared, like rising
stars, but soon vanished again. This
light I observed for above half an hour.
During the whole time the sky was
clouded, and there is no doubt that
this luminous phenomenon was seated
within the stratum of air immediately
above the ground.
On the north side of the river the road
runs along it—one while through the
valley, at another ascending to the plateau over banks of sand and conglomerate. Small semi-spherical cacti grew
at the top upon the hard clay soil,
while here and there small patches of
grass, of different species, covered the
ground. In the distance we saw hills of
drift-sand, the forms of which recalled
those of the snow on Alpine summits
heaped up by the wind. When at the
bottom we again came upon the river:
nothing was to be seen of it but a few
saltwater-pools between drift-sand
and scattered reeds. In some places
there was hardly any river’s bed perceptible: the drift-sand had filled it up,
and salt-grass or reeds had overgrown
it. It looked as if no water had flowed
here for years, and this may perhaps
have been the case. The sand was covered with salts, which, to judge from
the taste, consisted of a mixture of
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common salt and sulphate of magnesia.
On the 17th of September we neared
the “Middle Springs” at nightfall, as
a storm was approaching, and at ten
o’clock we reached the spot for our
encampment just as it began. It was a
wild scene—the drivers bringing up
the waggons to form the corral—the
unyoking and collecting the animals in
the pitch darkness, and amid thunder
and lightning.
Scarcely was this business finished
when the most fearful hurricane came
sweeping from the north that I have
ever witnessed in the North-American
steppes. The violence of the wind,
which shook even the heaviest waggons, baffled attempts to seek protection from clothing, and a doubled
woollen coat of the thickest cloth,
together with two blankets, in which
I wrapped myself, were penetrated by
the cold wind as if it was thin muslin.
The mules trembled and crowded
together, seeking shelter behind anything; and whilst I was standing on
guard one or the other of these animals was constantly pressing against
me, on the lee side, as a kind of shelter
against the wind. At the same time
the wind swept along mingled rain
and snow, and the darkness was so
great that we were knocking against
carriages and animals without being
able to see them. After two hours I
left my post on guard, stiff with cold
and wet through, and in this state I
was obliged to pass the night, finding shelter only in our travelling carriage. From my own experience as
well as the example of others I have
convinced myself that there exist in
civilized life the most ridiculous prejudices as to what man can bear without
injury to his health.
The climate of the country around
the Cimarron is in bad repute: it was
here that, a few years ago, more than a
hundred mules perished in one night
from cold, belonging to Mr. Speier
[Albert Speyer], a well-known trader
to Santa-Fe and Chihuahua. Their
scattered bones are still to be seen.
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The middle springs are clear sources
on the north side of the river, in a
little rocky valley, enclosed by banks of
sandstone and conglomerate. Further
up the character of the principal valley
improves: the soil, although sandy, becomes firmer, and is more overgrown
with grass. At a distance, toward the
west, are seen the first mountains—
high table-lands, completely level at
the top—and toward the south several
side-valleys branch off from the chief
one.
On the 20th the caravan was delayed
by a team becoming restive and breaking the axletree of a waggon, just as at
nightfall we were about to pass the dry
bed of the Cimarron to encamp on the
other side. We remained on the north
side. The next morning, at daybreak,
the bed of the river was filled with a
deep and rapid stream, which rendered
its passage impossible: here we halted
two days, to await the subsidence of
the water. After it had fallen a little we
found, on the third day, a spot where
a passage was practicable, and reached
the other bank safely. Probably, during the last hurricane from the north,
there had been a heavy fall of snow in
the Raton mountains, and the sudden
melting of the snows during the south
wind had afterwards caused the sudden filling of the bed of the river; for
this took place in the most beautiful
weather and with a cloudless sky.
In this part of the country our sportsmen shot the first antelopes. I had
already seen two of these animals at
a distance when we first reached the
Arkansas. They are indeed rarely seen
so far east: here they were more frequently seen, and in herds of twenty
to thirty.
From the banks of the Cimarron,
which we left on the 23rd of September, the general level of the country
rises much more steeply than hitherto.
We had travelled from Independence
to Council Grove, at a mean elevation
of about 1100 feet above the level of
the sea. This elevation in our route
west had increased to 1500 feet: we
had crossed the Arkansas at about
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2700, and the Cimarron at 3800 feet.
The continuation of our journey now
led us rapidly to a table-land of 5000
to 6000, and nearly 7000 feet. These
latter heights, it must be observed,
were of the general level of the country, although at the foot of the mountains of New Mexico.
On the first day’s journey on the south
side of the Cimarron we reached
the neighbourhood of the so-called
“Upper Springs.” Here, where the
sandstone of the Jura-formation
commences with towering masses of
rock, the summit over the first rising
ground, on the right of the road. On
the highest point I found clear water
in the little hollows of the rocks. In
different places were breastworks, built
of stones—probably Indian places of
ambush. I had a wide view over the
country: overhead was a cloudless sky;
distant unknown sounds reached my
ear; high in the air passed a flock of
cranes in a wedge-like double line—
an appearance we saw more frequently
as we advanced westwards.
The Upper Springs are a spot not
without the peculiar charms of the
wilderness. Between naked sandstone
rocks, on which is merely a scanty
growth of yucca bushes, lies a small
valley of meadow-land, with a group
of poplars on a brook which further
down is dried up again. Through the
opening of the valley the view extends
down to the level of the prairie, which
reaches to the distant eastern horizon,
and has the appearance of the ocean.
Here we halted to take our noon-day
dinner. On starting again we had towards evening one of the most interesting landscape scenes at the side of
our road. Over the valley of the upper
Cimarron, shut in by terraces of rock,
the view stretched to the opposite plateau, the declivities of which were everywhere overbrowed by rocks. In the
north-west it is divided into several
distinct plateaus, tables, square chests,
and blocks, the surfaces of which form
one horizontal line. Above theses rise,
at a greater distance, single domes—
evidently volcanic cones—similar to
those which, a few days’ journey fur23
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ther south-west, we passed down our
road. The whole scene, with its redbrown, black-brown, yellow-brown,
violet and blue tints, produced the
most peculiar impression.
At the Cedar Spring, where the first
bushes of the juniper-cedar, with
scented wood, begin, appeared in the
distance west-north-west the tops of
the Raton mountains; and in the direction of west-south-west the domes
of Rabbit’s Ears and Round Mound.
We came to a small hollow, where, on
the dry bed of a brook, a few scantilygrowing vines intertwined between
young willows and poplars.
I had gone in advance of the caravan,
and was examining some small plants
on the ground on the other side of the
height, when I heard a noise behind
me, and looking round I saw—at a
distance of five or six paces—two
antelopes, which eyed me attentively;
but before I could snatch up my gun
which lay by my side, and prepare for
a shot, these nimble creatures were off,
flying over the ground like a shadow.
It is well known that the antelope is
equally curious and timid: the first of
these qualities is taken advantage of by
sportsmen; they wave a red cloth tied
to the end of the barrel, and frequently
succeed thus in enticing one of these
animals within shot-range.
The Rabbit’s Ears, two trap domes,
rising from the same basis, we left lying beyond a deep fissure, which, for
many miles, passes through the entire
thickness of the trap lava down to
the underlying sandstone. Without
perceiving this cleft, over the edges of
which only the top of a few junipertrees were seen, I rode straight toward
the foot of the two domes—a general
uprising of the prairie—until I saw at
my feet the deep chasm in the rock,
which cuts off all communication with
the other side. This fissure proves that
the rise of the ground, which forms
the basis of the two cones, has been
caused by upheaval. The cones may
have arisen in part (as is evidently the
case with Round Mound) from the
heaping up of thrown-out masses, and
https://digitalrepository.unm.edu/wagon_tracks/vol32/iss3/1
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at the same time streams of lava have
overflowed the country around the
point of eruption.
We drove around the cleft for some
distance, until it wore away and allowed us to cross to the other side.
Here the ground was again higher,
and we proceeded toward Round
Mount—another trap dome—which
I ascended, whilst the caravan encamped at its foot. The mountain
stands on a bladder-like rising of the
ground (similar to the base of Rabbit’s
Ears), whose upraising has caused another similar fissure. I could only see
this latter from the top of the mount,
at a distance. The base is all around
strewn with red and brown scoria and
small ejected pieces of lava and halfmelted sandstone: it rises to a height
of about eight hundred feet above
the plain, consisting of strata of lava
overlaying one another. The rocks of
the summit were clothed with a thick
covering of yellow lichens: on its sides
I found a pretty little Liliacea, and the
first specimen of the Opuntia arborescens, a plant which in the north of
Mexico is one of the natural features
of the country. A small alpine-looking
Artemisia, with grey felt-like leaves
and of an exceedingly aromatic scent,
formed great part of the vegetation
on this cone: the grass of the prairie
grew up the sides and to the top of
the mountain. Here I was rewarded by
a grand view. To the north-west rose
the flat but regular cone of Fisher’s
Peak—an old volcano, with small
truncated cones in the plain at its foot,
whilst behind them the snow-capped
summits of the Rocky Mountains
appeared. The eastern chain of this
great range of mountains reaches its
southern extremity in these parts, and
the road to Santa Fè runs around it. A
line of black stripes extended parallel
to the horizon, through the plain at
the foot of the small hills. I suspected
these stripes to be the brows of the
abrupt edges of flat masses of lava,
which lie at a small elevation above
the level of the plain.
The continuation of the road, after
crossing several small valleys, leads
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round the rocky extremities of the
Raton Mountains and its spurs—
rows of naked cones on the plateau,
with rampart-like contreforts [buttresses]. These spurs radiate from a
centre, and in the space between these
radii the prairie rises in angular sections. Fragments of sandstone and
trap, the former often with marks of
the influence of heat, lay strewn on
the road. We passed in the dark the
“Point of Rocks,” the extreme spur of
this mountain-group. The specimens
which I picked up on the road in the
dark proved the next morning to be a
dioritic trap.
At this place the road passes over a
flat elevation of the plateau, not less
than 6500 feet above the level of the
sea. Thence, as far as the Canadian
or False Red River, it again sinks for
about 900 feet. On the summit we
found small shallow lakes – cienagas –
surrounded by a green border of reeds:
they were covered with flocks of geese,
ducks, and water-hens.
On the 30th we passed the Canadian
River, which flows rapidly over a bed
of sandstone. It issues from the high
mountains, the valleys of which were
opening towards us. Some AngloAmericans are said to have settled
there, attracted by the advantageous
nature of the country. Below us the
river falls into a hollow – cañada – into
which, also, the fissure of the Ocaté
opens.
We travelled round this deep and
narrow cleft (Cañon del Ocaté) at its
head. The view down into this chasm,
locked in by perpendicular sandstone
walls, is exceedingly wild. The edge
is bordered by pine trees, and pines
stretch forth their heads from out the
depth of the abyss. In the middle of
a barren and level plain is this precipice, which leads down into a deep
wilderness hidden from sight—one
of the most fearful scenes I have ever
witnessed.
The “Waggon Mounds,” which the
road passes further on, are pointed
summits of trap. The rock is the same
May 2018
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as that of the Rabbit’s Ears and the
Round Mount; but it presents here,
as in numerous rocky points, fissures
and precipitous declivities of the surrounding country, an almost columnar formation—and thus approaches
the character of a real basalt. The
traveller first climbs over limestone,
over which the trap has poured. In
the lowest stratum, in contact with
the limestone, it has a schisteous
character: towards the top it becomes
massy, and irregularly burst and cleft.
Red and brown scoriae lie here and
there on the surface of the declivity.
Before reaching the foot of the
mountain, a semicircle of the plateau,
closed in by the steep declivity of the
higher mesa or terrace covered with
the trap lava, is seen to the right of
the road. This amphitheatre contains
a salt lake, in the shape of a crescent,
its convex side following the course
of the rocky acclivity. The efflorescence of this lake, which covers the
soil with a white deposit, appears
chiefly to consist of soda.
South of the principal summit extends a line of trap-rocks with pointed and columnar tops, rendering still
more gloomy the wild character of
the adjacent country, which is intersected by the rocky hollows of the
Canadian River which are covered
with pine forest.
Passing over a high vaulted limestone plateau, intersected by the
sandstone valleys of Wolf Creek and
Duck Creek, we descended into the
valley of the Mora, a small river, on
which, higher up, at the foot of the
mountain-range, lies the small New
Mexican town of the same name.
Immediately below, in the valley, are
the first New Mexican settlements—
the house of Mr. Waters [Watrous]
—and further below Barclay’s Fort,
a fortified private dwelling, occupied by that gentleman and his New
Mexican servants.
On the road from the Waggon
Mounds to this spot are seen, to the
right, the first heights covered with
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forest (pines); whilst to the left the
view extends into the wooded lateral hollows of the Canadian. Here
and there the road itself touches the
forest—the first met with from the
Missouri frontier to this place. The
road, in this region, runs over a terrace, above which the mountains rise
in the west, whilst in the east the
above-mentioned defiles intersect it,
and thus form the transition to the
lower country.
The Anglo-Americans call the little
river whose valley we here reached, as
well as the little town, “Moro,” probably from the word “moor.” But the
name is Mora, a word which signifies a mulberry, or the mulberry-tree.
Near the house of Mr. Waters, which,
being the first dwelling of civilized
man after a wilderness of many hundred miles, deserves mention, two
small rivers meet, one of which is the
Mora – properly so called; the other
[Sapello] a tributary of it. From this
circumstance the place is called the
“Junta,” or the Confluence. The country around this spot and up the two
small rivers forms a splendid plain
surrounded by mountains, and covered partly with natural pasture and
partly with fields of maize. It belongs
to a company, who propose to found
here a town, for which the locality is
especially adapted. Insecurity from
the marauding Indians is perhaps
the only obstacle opposed to the success of such an enterprize. About a
mile above the Junta stands Barclay’s
Fort, on the Mora, a quadrangle of
buildings surrounded by a wall, and
provided with two cannon. I have
before mentioned that this is simply
a private dwelling. Such names as
Barclay’s Fort, Bent’s Fort, Layton’s
Fort, often give erroneous notions to
European geographers: these spots
are merely fortified private establishments.
From the Junta downward the little
river Mora, after leaving the plain,
enters a wooded valley partly enclosed by rocks, which lower down
deepens and narrows into a hollow,
conducting the clear water of the
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Mora to the Canadian River.
We rested here a whole day for the
sake of our mules, and bought for
them some maize for fodder, which
they greatly needed after their hard
toil and the poor food of the withered winter grass. Nevertheless, we
had not hitherto lost a single animal
of our drove. Our people too gave
themselves up to enjoyment, after
their fashion; some got intoxicated,
and began quarrelling; others disappeared from the camp, and did not
return till the next morning—when
I heard that this frontier locality, but
just reclaimed from a perfect desert,
was inhabited by a number of Mexican girls, who make a trade of selling
their favours to passing travellers.
Small cottages, situated here and
there in some corner, are the dwellings of these girls. I was told that
even larger establishments, devoted
to this traffic, are connected with
certain settlements in this part of the
country. Thus here, on the western
edge of the great North American
desert, are found the counterpart of
African caravan-stations.
On the other hand, it was pleasing to see here the beginnings of a
sound culture, and to witness the
courage with which this has been attempted. The new works of irrigation,
for which the river has been used
(throughout New Mexico the basis of
all agriculture), and the maize-fields
and plantations of other vegetables,
produced an agreeable impression.
No one who has not experienced
this can, perhaps, quite understand
the charm that attaches to any spot
where human effort is perceptible
after a long residence in a perfect
wilderness.
The buildings of this infant settlement are erected of adobes, with flat
roofs, in the Mexican fashion, which
carries one—although in a territory
of the United States—quite into
another world. Indeed, the whole of
New Mexico has, and will retain, a
character quite foreign to the spirit of
the United States.
25
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On the 5th of October we arrived at
Las Vegas, a miserable place in a valley
running north and south, at the foot of
the sandstone mountain mentioned in
the preceding chapter. The valley lies
at an elevation of 6000 to 7000 feet
above the sea. Wheat and maize are
grown here. The inhabitants of Las Vegas are a miserable population of New
Mexicans; amongst them have settled
some Anglo-American retail dealers,
innkeepers, and speculators, who inhabit the less miserable dwellings. The
buildings are all constructed of adobes,
mostly consisting of a single room,
and furnished with a small hole for a
window. Upon the mud walls unhewn
rafters are laid, which are covered with
clay, forming a flat-roof. If the little
window-aperture is closed with a plate
of gypsum, this is a domestic luxury of
very rare occurrence. It is difficult to
picture oneself the wretched appearance of such a New Mexican frontier
town. When, in addition to all this, an
isolation from the world greater than
that upon any of the larger islands in
the Pacific, and the constant insecurity
of life and property from wild Indians
is considered, the reader may imagine
the life of a man who has been accustomed to civilization. Nevertheless, its position on the Santa Fè road
offers great advantages, which some
foreigners settled here have turned
to advantage. A German resident has
grown rich here, leaving at his death a
considerable fortune, which gave rise to
a lawsuit respecting the inheritance.
After travelling about fifteen miles
further, passing through the abovementioned rocky pass of the sandstone
range, we arrived at its western side,
and there encamped for the night
in the valley, without water, between
sandstone mountains, and overgrown
with pines and juniper trees. 

Trails 50 Coalition
Opens Photo Contest

Wagon Tracks Photos
Win Awards
The photo on the cover of the November 2017 issue of Wagon Tracks,“Wagon
Wheel,” taken by Ruth Friesen, won
first place in the New Mexico Press
Women’s 2018 Communication Contest. As a first-place winner, it will
advance to the National Federation
of Press Women’s competition. In the
same issue, the article and photo on
page 2 of Mike Strodtman placing
the hot tire won second place, and the
layout and photos of the Symposium
2017 at Olathe, Kansas, also won an
award. In addition, the solar eclipse
photos Ruth submitted to PNTS won
awards. They can be seen at pnts.org/
new/views-of-the-solar-eclipse-fromthe-trails-on-august-21 

To commemorate the 50th anniversary
of the National Trails System Act, the
Trails 50 Coalition has created a photo
contest to share favorite trail photos.
Entries will help to connect individuals with the National Trails System
by showcasing the diverse landscapes,
uses, and history along some of America’s greatest treasures.
Contest categories are “The Beauty of
Trails,” “Citizen Stewards and Volunteerism,” “Historic Trails,” and “MultiUse Trails.”
Review the contest rules at www.
trails50.org/photo-contest/ and choose
a category to enter photos into the
contest or vote for favorite entries.
Contest entries must be submitted by
August 1, 2018.
The Coalition consists of the American Hiking Society, Partnership for
the National Trails System, American
Trails, Rails-to-Trails Conservancy, and
federal agency partners. 

2018 Student Photo Contest Opens for Submissions
The annual student photography contest, sponsored by the education committee
of the Santa Fe Trail Association, is open for submissions. Digital photos must be
related to the Santa Fe Trail in one of the following categories: landscape, buildings, Trail-related museums, geocache sites, and special events along the Trail,
such as re-enactments, wagons, and mule or oxen teams. Two grade-level divisions for the contest are fifth through eighth grades and ninth through twelfth
grades.
Digital photos must be submitted to Chris Day, dosdays2@gmail.com, by September 1, 2018. In addition to the photo, entrants should include a paragraph
with their name, phone number, location and description of the photo site, plus a
few sentences about their interaction with the site.
Awards will be presented at the Santa Fe Trail Rendezvous on September 22 in
Larned, Kansas. 
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millions of acres of protected lands. Franklin D. Roosevelt’s
New Deal, Dwight Eisenhower’s interstate highway program, and Lyndon Johnson’s Great Society all funneled
funds into the West. Finally, the impacts of Jimmy Carter
and Ronald Reagan, and, briefly, recent presidents from
George H.W. Bush to Barack Obama are addressed.

BOOKS
Presidents Who Shaped
the American West
Glenda Riley and Richard W. Etulain, Presidents Who
Shaped the American West, Norman, OK: University of
Oklahoma Press, 2018. 280 pages, 14 B&W illus.
Reviewed by Ruth Friesen
Seeking to find historical balance for today’s divisive times,
I hoped to gain insight from this book into how previous
presidents correlated their agendas with those of Congress
and those of popular opinion. Scholars of presidential history may not learn much new in this book, but I found
great value in the flow of the timeline and the sense of the
mood of the country. The sometimes devious methods that
presidents used to accomplish their agendas verified that
politicians seem to find ways around obstacles, for better or
worse. Sometimes consensus was built, and at other times
an end-run around the rules shaped the West.
The westward push as related in this book begins with
Thomas Jefferson and the Louisiana Purchase in 1803,
when he initiated the Corps of Discovery to determine just
what America had bought. It proceeds with Andrew Jackson’s infamous Indian Removal. James Polk added 1.2 million square miles of land beyond the Mississippi River, including California and Oregon, and dealt with the Mexican
War. Abraham Lincoln promoted the Homestead Act and
the transcontinental railroad. Theodore Roosevelt became
known as the Conservationist President, creating national
parks and monuments, game preserves, bird refuges, and

Each chapter consists of a short biography, coverage of
that president’s relations with the West, and an assessment
of his actions and policies affecting the West. Themes of
slavery and race relations run throughout the book. Regarding Jackson: “Indian removal was integrally tied to slavery.
The westward removal of Indians would free land for white
farmers and planters in the Southeast.” Polk: “Polk and his
colleagues did little to diffuse the tremendous anti-Mexican
attitudes of many Americans or to help Mexicans adapt
to their new country.” Lincoln: He “failed to find a way to
preserve Indian peoples and boost the white West…Result:
the cruel and unconscionable Indian wars of the post-Civil
War years in the American West.” Eisenhower: “Indians remained the poorest, sickest, and most isolated Americans.”
Lyndon Johnson: “did more for African Americans and the
cause of civil rights than any president since Abraham Lincoln.” Presidential policies’ effects on women are also briefly
mentioned.
Noteworthy are the authors’ attempts at balance in assessing
the legacy of each president, summarizing both positive and
negative aspects of their actions on the West and by extension the entire nation. Particularly useful for those eager to
learn more is the “For Further Reading” section at the end
of each chapter. The book is an engrossing, well-written
read, and fulfilled my quest for historical balance. The authors say that, in summary, “Sorting out continuities and
changes-—which we hope readers will do on their own—
makes apparent the intricacy of relationships between the
West and American presidents.” This hope has been met. 

Kooper McKee Wins Junior Division of
2017 Student Photo Contest
Kooper McKee of Benton, Kansas, won the Junior
Division of the 2017 Student Photo Contest with this
entry taken at Bent’s Old Fort in Colorado. “Kooper is
a tinkerer and was completely in his element with all
of the tools and contraptions in the blacksmith shop,”
said his mother, Vicki McKee.
Kooper wrote a paragraph about his experience in the
blacksmith shop. “I really liked seeing the way people
lived and worked in pioneer days. It seemed like a
hard way to live. The blacksmith had a lot of tools and
I even got to use a few and help him fix a shovel. If I
lived back then, I think I’d be a blacksmith.”
Published
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Activities Along the Trail
May 5: Pecos National Historic Park hike to Lost Church,
8:30-10:30 am. Information: call 505-575-7241
May 12-September 2: Trails and Rails Trips: Volunteers
narrate excursions aboard Amtrak’s Southwest Chief departing La Junta, Colorado, on Saturdays and Sundays for
day trips to Las Vegas, New Mexico. Make travel arrangements through Amtrak. Information, call 719-383- 5024.
(Trips are subject to cancellation due to late running trains.)
June 8-9: Bent’s Old Fort National Historic Site—Santa
Fe Trail Encampment. The park’s main living-history event
for the year will feature historic interpretations of Santa
Fe Trail traders, U.S. Army soldiers and Plains Indians.
Experience the hey-day of the trail through ongoing dem-

onstrations. Camps set up near the fort will be open for
touring. Information, call 719-383-5026. June 10: Activities feature a Santa Fe Trail wagon caravan. Information,
call 719-383-5023. July 4: Old-Fashioned 4th. Enjoy an
afternoon of patriotic festivities including cannon firings,
orations, games, and refreshments as the post celebrates
Independence Day in 1840s-style. Information, call 719383-5026. July 7: Kids’ Quarters. Children ages 7 to 11 get
to “step back in time” and experience the life of a fort employee, customer, or visitor. Pre-registration is required. Call
719-383-5026 for an application or print one from the park
website starting May 2.

Chapter Reports
Chapters are listed in order from the beginning of
the Trail in Missouri westward.

our area. We enjoy touring the Santa Fe National Historic
Trail with our visitors.

TO CONTACT CHAPTER PRESIDENTS,
PLEASE EMAIL THEM AT info@santafetrail.org.

Douglas County

Missouri River Outfitters

Baldwin City, KS
President Roger Boyd

The new year brings about events that celebrate the 50th Anniversary of the signing of the National Trails System Act in
1968. Our March 25 membership meeting was held at the National Frontier Trails Museum in Independence, Missouri, and
featured David Aamodt, Executive Director of the Museum,
presenting the great new expansion plans for the museum.
An election of officers for the year 2018-19 was held also. The
MRO officers for 2018-19 are: Larry Short, President; Anne
Mallinson, Vice President; Rich Lawson, Treasurer; and Mary
Conrad, Secretary.

The Douglas County chapter had their annual meeting in
Baldwin City on February 25. Our program was “Letters of
Fort Dodge” by SFTA Manager Joanne VanCoevern. Elections were held: officers elected were President Roger Boyd,
Vice President Linda Ballinger, Treasurer Marvin Jardon,
and Secretary Sara DeCaro. Reelected to the Board were
Diane Dietz, John Richards, and John More. Marta Jardon
was elected to complete a Board vacancy until 2019. Barbara
Pressgrove was presented a Certificate of Appreciation for her
many years of service on the Board. Our Fall Celebration is
set for September 9 at the Black Jack Cabin, which is east of
Baldwin City on US 56 and adjacent to the Santa Fe Trail ruts.
No program has been set yet.

MRO in conjunction with the Trails Head Chapter of
OCTA and the Kansas City Area Historic Trails Association (KCAHTA) will hold a joint National Trails Day Event
at the Lone Elm Rendezvous Campground on June 2. Also
commemorated that day will be the 50th Anniversary of the
signing of the National Trails System Act in 1968 by President
Lyndon Johnson. Watch Facebook and our SFTA e-blasts for
updates and more information.

The chapter continues to partner with Baker University in
seeking funding to restore the Palmyra Post Office, which is
the oldest known wooden structure from the original town of
Palmyra along the Santa Fe Trail. It has been moved several
times and currently rests next to Old Castle on the Baker
University campus. It has suffered termite damage, and the
foundation needs to be reconstructed to eliminate further
damage.

Plans are already underway to begin the commemoration of
the 200th Anniversary of the Santa Fe National Historic Trail.
MRO will kick off their events on September 1, 2021, with a
ceremony at Franklin, Missouri. We will then move the short
distance to Arrow Rock for a day-long commemoration and
luncheon at the J Huston Tavern. On September 4-5, 2021, we
will join with the Jackson County Parks + Rec and the Friends
of Fort Osage to commemorate the stay at the Fort by William Becknell on his first journey west in 1821.

The organization continues to work with local residents and
land owners to preserve remnants of the Santa Fe Trail within
Douglas County. As land changes hands there is always a risk
that these very real artifacts of the trail can be plowed or built
on and can be lost forever. Several of our members are restoring the tradition of “Historic Site Bus Tours” during the very
popular Maple Leaf Festival which occurs in Baldwin City the
third weekend in October: this year it will occur on October
20 and 21. Several new historic site signs are in the process of
being completed for this event.

Independence, MO
President Larry Short

Please contact me or any of the chapter members if you visit
https://digitalrepository.unm.edu/wagon_tracks/vol32/iss3/1
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SFTA Annual Membership January 1, 2018 to December 31, 2018
Name(s) _______________________________________________

□ Life $1000, payable over 4 years

Address _______________________________________________

□ Patron $100/year

City _______________________ State _______ Zip ___________

□ Family $65/year

Phone _______________ Email ____________________________ □ Individual $50/year
□ New member □ Renewing member 			
□ Youth (18 and under) $5/year
I am a member of the following chapter (s) _____________________ □ Non-profit Institution $65/year
________________________________________________________ □ Business $65/year
I’d like to make a donation to assist the SFTA with programs and events.
□ $50 □ $100 Other $________
I’d like to donate to the Junior Wagon Master Fund.		
		
□ $50 □ $100 Other $________
I’d like to donate to the Marker Fund.					
□ $50 □ $100 Other $________
To pay by credit card, go to www.santafetrail.org, and click on “Join the Organization.”
The Santa Fe Trail Association is a 501(c)(3) tax-exempt corporation, and all donations
beyond membership dues are tax-deductible to the full extent of the law.

TOTAL ENCLOSED ___________________
Make checks payable to Santa Fe Trail Association

Mail to Ruth Olson Peters, Treasurer, Santa Fe Trail Center, 1349 K-156 Hwy, Larned, KS 67550

Renew by mailing using the above form or renew online at www.santafetrail.org
If you have renewed your membership, pass the form along to a friend or colleague.

Chapter Reports
Heart of the Flint Hills

On July 23, the chapter will hold their annual joint meeting
with the Barton County Historical Society in Great Bend. The
program is still in the works. One or two additional programs
are planned for this year, with the dates still to be determined.

Council Grove, KS
President Sharon Haun

Cottonwood Crossing

McPherson, KS
President Steve Schmidt

See articles about the Diamond Vista Project wind farm, the
refurbishment of the Stone Marker, and 2021 event information elsewhere in this issue of Wagon Tracks. Upcoming chapter
meetings will be at the Goessel, Kansas, Community Center
(meal at 6 p.m. by reservation only and business meeting/program at 6:45, no reservation required): April 19, , John Sharp,
“Sam Wood, Saint or Sinner?” and on June 21, Ellen Jones,
“Hispanics on the Santa Fe Trail.”
Quivira

McPherson, KS
President Linda Colle
As of March 25, 2018, the Quivira Chapter has 51 members.
We are grateful for everyone who has joined and has contributed funding for our sign projects!
On January 27, eighteen members and guests attended our
program at the McPherson Museum. Quivira board member
Robert Yarmer gave a fascinating program on iron weapons
and tools used by the Spanish beginning in the 1500s and
forward. Robert brought some of his own artifacts, including
lance points, swords, and trade beads, and discussed how they
were used.
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The chapter is working with the National Park Service and
consultant Lyn Henley for the design of the four interpretive
signs to be placed around the Little Arkansas Crossing area at
Swanson’s Swales, Camp Grierson, the Stone Corral, and Fry
Ruts. Some preliminary drawings have been submitted, and the
theme of each of the signs has been developed. The designs for
the signs hopefully will be completed by the end of the year.
We are sad to report
that the old Stone
Corral School was
in the path of a
wildfire earlier in
March. The building is believed to
have been made of
stone taken from
the Stone Corral.
The stone building
survived but the
roof and the wooden
items inside, chalkboards, etc., did not
make it. The fire
burned north but
stopped short of
Photo: Debbie Wiens
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burning the pasture where the Fry Ruts are located. Our dry
weather and Kansas wind contributed to the fires.
Wet/Dry Routes

Great Bend, KS
President George Elmore
The April 29 joint meeting with the Dodge City/Fort Dodge/
Cimarron Chapter at Kinsley will feature a program by
George Elmore, “Leander Herron’s Medal of Honor.” Herron
was the only enlisted man serving at Forts Larned and Dodge
to receive a Medal of Honor for action while stationed at these
posts. He was a courier between the two forts in 1868 when
he helped save four soldiers on wood detail who were attacked
by Indians. Years later, in 1919, he was awarded the Medal of
Honor. A recording of Herron’s account of the battle has been
preserved and may be heard online at www.nps.gov/fols/learn/
historyculture/corporal-leander-herron.htm. This is the only
known recording of military action spoken by a soldier who
served on the Santa Fe Trail in the 1860s, a fascinating voice
from the past.
On July 22, 2:00 p.m., the chapter will join with the Dodge
City Chapter at Fort Dodge Kansas Soldiers’ Home to dedicate five new historic signs placed by the Dodge City Chapter
and enjoy a presentation about the history of Fort Dodge on
the Santa Fe Trail. Guests are always welcome.
Dodge City/Fort Dodge/Cimarron

Dodge City, KS
President Bill Bunyan

The chapter will take a road trip to Kinsley for a joint meeting
with the Wet-Dry Chapter on Sunday April 29 for a dinner at
1:00 p.m. Fort Larned National Park Ranger George Elmore
will present the program about Leander Herron, a Medal of
Honor recipient who was posted at both Fort Dodge and Fort
Larned. Contact Bill Bunyan for reservations. The meal is
being catered by a Kinsley community group which uses the
money earned to benefit Kinsley. The meal and meeting will be
held at the Kinsley City Library, 208 E. 8th Street.
The chapter met for our winter meeting at Boot Hill, and we
had a wonderful program about children on the Santa Fe Trail
by Fort Larned National Park Ranger Ellen Jones.
The chapter recently lost two members, Phil Schilling and Dr.
Bill Ripple. Our condolences to their families.
The four remaining storyboards for our Fort Dodge project
have been ordered by Dr. Oliva. Once we proof them and give
the okay, they should be delivered within a couple of weeks.
The maintenance people at the Fort will frame the story
boards. They should have the Custer House board up soon.
We will have a dedication and program on Sunday, July 22 at
2:00 p.m. in Eisenhower Hall at Fort Dodge. It will be a joint
meeting with the Wet-Dry Chapter. We will invite the Fort
residents to join us to hear Dr. Oliva talk about the new storyboards and the history of Fort Dodge. Chapter members will
be asked to furnish cookies, the chapter will furnish bottled
water, and the Wet-Dry chapter will furnish ice cream.
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Wagon Bed Spring

Lakin, KS
President Linda Peters

The Chapter had planned to meet at the spring site, but the
weather did not allow that. We watched the rain come down
with mixed feelings. A group did meet at the Grant County
Museum that evening. They discussed having one or two
events a year at the spring rather than meeting quarterly. So it
was decided to have a summer event in 2018. This same group
will meet on April 23 to discuss a date and activities for this
event.
Ed Dowell, a dedicated member, has placed a pool liner in the
spring, as the old one was leaking. So water runs from Wagon
Bed Springs once again! In January, the chapter president
attended a planning meeting for the 50th Anniversary event
happening in October in the Cimarron Cut-off Chapter area.
Some of the members hope to be a part of that event. Those
people who wish to become chapter members, or need to
renew, can do so online at www.santafetrail.org or by mailing
their dues to the Grant County Chamber of Commerce, 113B
South Main Street, Ulysses, KS 67880. Make checks payable
to the Wagon Bed Spring Chapter.
Cimarron Cutoff

Elkhart, KS
President Jay Williams
Our chapter has approval to install the new signs on the
Cimarron National Grasslands. Signs will also be installed on
the county roads right of way. We are working on the 50th
celebration to be held October 5-7 in Elkhart, Boise City, and
Clayton. Tours will be held in Boise City. John Carson will do
a presentation at Camp Nichols, which was built by Kit Carson. Our spring meeting will be in Elkhart, Kansas. The date
has not been set at this time.
Bent’s Fort

Lamar, CO
President Kevin Lindahl
The Bent’s Fort Chapter enjoyed a great presentation about
Isadore Douglass and her husband Major Henry Douglass,
presented by Joanne VanCoevern at our annual meeting held
January 13. Approximately 80 members were in attendance
to handle chapter business which included election of a new
President, Kevin Lindahl. Kevin will make a great president
and is already “off and running.” Jill Manley received the
Bent’s Fort Chapter Member of the Year Award. She is an
outstanding member who is keeping excellent computerized
membership records.
Once again the Bent’s Fort Chapter held “Love to Read Along
the Santa Fe Trail” program Saturday, February 17. We learned
more about books on the Santa Fe Trail and life in the 1800s.
This is always a nice, cozy day in February with lots of information and a great catered soup luncheon.
Over 50 chapter members from Bent’s Old Fort and Corazon de los Caminos (Cimarron, New Mexico) Chapters and
friends gathered at Bent’s Old Fort on Saturday, March 10.
Meeting in the Trade Room on the second floor of the Fort,
we learned about the Fort from John Carson, Cynthia Wiley,
Rick Wallner, and Alexa Roberts.
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We have some fun and exciting activities planned for April
and May. If you would like to join us for an overnight trek,
follow along: A fun and informative weekend trip to the Texas
Panhandle on June 15-17 is being planned. Stops during the
weekend will include: Friday—Goodnight home and museum
in Goodnight, Texas; Saturday—a tour in Palo Duro Canyon,
the Plains Panhandle Museum in Canyon, and the play Texas
in the evening; and then Sunday—A tour of the Adobe Walls
historic sites led by Alvin Lynn, author of the excellent book,
Kit Carson and the First Battle of Adobe Walls. For an itinerary of the weekend’s events including lodging and Texas play
ticket information, please call Dotti Russell at 719-688-2253 or
LaDonna Hutton at 719-469-2906.
Corazon de los Caminos

Cimarron, NM
President Doyle Daves

Programs: The chapter is well into a strong program for 2018.
After a short business meeting on February 17 in Raton, Abby
Reaves gave an informative talk about the Capulin Volcano
area and the passes over the mountains used by Trail travelers
and later cattle trails. On March 10, the chapter joined with the
Bent’s Fort Chapter at Bent’s Fort for a program of “behind the
scenes” operation of the site and an informative tour with historic insights about this important Trail wayside. On April 28,
we will assemble at Johnson Mesa east of Raton for a program
and tour of sites led by Abby Reaves and Bebe Cornay. On May
19 we will meet at the historic St. James Hotel in Cimarron
for a talk by Steve Zimmer about the Jicarilla Apaches and the
Indian Agency at Cimarron in the 1860s. The Chapter is in the
process of contacting members from earlier years who have not
yet renewed for 2018. We are also contacting people interested
in the Trail who have not become members.
Special Program, Saturday June 16, at Fort Union National
Monument: During the celebration of Fort Union Days,
chapter members and guests will assemble at lunch to honor
Faye Gaines. Linda Davis will moderate a program recognizing
Faye for her long service to both the Corazon de los Caminos
Chapter and the Santa Fe Trail Association. A special emphasis
of the program will be Faye’s outstanding work in defending
the integrity of the Trail from incursions by new constructions
of many sorts. We have dubbed her “Defender of the Santa Fe
Trail.” We invite Faye’s friends and admirers to join us for this
special celebration.
Information Sign for Tiptonville: The Corazon de los Caminos Chapter and the End of the Trail Chapter are cooperating
to design a sign to be placed near Tiptonville, along the road
from Interstate 25 to Fort Union National Monument. Work is
progressing on the design of the sign, its informational content,
and arrangements with the New Mexico Department of Transportation for its placement and installation.

enhanced opportunities and added responsibilities for participating in the bicentennial commemoration.

During 2018, we will create a 2021 Planning Committee to
lead the planning process. Ideally, we will have commemorative
events at several times and several places during 2021. Obvious
possibilities include events at: Las Vegas to note the meeting of
Becknell and Gallego; Fort Union to mark its major contribution to Trail traffic after 1851; Raton and/or Cimarron to mark
the Mountain Branch of the Trail; and Clayton (Cimarron
Cut-off Chapter) noting Becknell’s return route in 1821 and
his first use of wagons in 1822.
End of the Trail

Santa Fe, NM
President Joy Poole
Saturday May 19, 2018 1:30 – 3:30
“The Huning Family, German Merchants in New Mexico” is
offered through the End of the Trail Chapter of the Santa Fe
Trail Association and the NM Historical Society. End of the
Trail programs are now held at the Southside Branch of the
Santa Fe Public Library. Presenter: Baldwin G. Burr.
German merchants played a key role in preparing the New
Mexico territory for statehood by introducing Anglo goods and
culture to the area. Prominent among these merchants were
the Huning brothers, Franz, Louis, Henry and Carl. Arriving
first around 1859, Franz and Carl immigrated to St. Louis via
New Orleans, and from there on the Santa Fe Trail to Santa Fe,
New Mexico. After working for several other German merchants, Franz established his own mercantile in Albuquerque.
He made several trips on the Santa Fe Trail to obtain goods for
his store (his autobiographical memoir is titled Trader on the
Santa Fe Trail) and was instrumental in bringing the railroad
to Albuquerque. He also created the first residential real estate
development in Albuquerque. Brothers Louis and Henry soon
arrived and helped Franz expand the Huning business interests to Los Lunas, Zuni, Belen, and eventually to Arizona. The
business that Louis and Henry operated in Los Lunas was run
by members of the Huning family in the same physical location
from 1869 until 2003, a remarkable achievement.
Summer tours: Fort Bergwin Tour - June 16 (Minimum 8
people). Requires an RSVP by June 8 to Joy Poole: amusejoy@
gmail or 505-660-1845. Tour of the restoration of Fort Burgwin. Plan to take a brown bag lunch to eat at the Fort.
August 18, Forked Lightning Ranch Van Tour and Pecos National Historical Park (Minimum 6 people). Requires an RSVP
to Joy Poole by August 1.

Preparation for the Bicentennial Commemoration of the Santa
Fe Trail in 2021: On our radar screen, but not yet seriously
addressed, is the planning of events in our area as part of the
2021 celebration. Our chapter is unique for having the greatest
Trail mileage and also major portions of both the Mountain
and Cimarron Branches of the Trail within its borders. In addition, it is in our portion of the Trail that William Becknell
and the Missourians encountered Captain Gallego and the
Spanish troops in November 1821, which can be considered the
formal opening of the Trail. These facts give our chapter both
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Santa Fe Trail Association
1046 Red Oaks NE
Albuquerque, NM 87122
www.santafetrail.org

CHANGE SERVICE REQUESTED

EVENTS
April 29: Kinsley, KS. Wet/Dry Chapter and Dodge City/Fort Dodge/Cimarron Chapter meeting. “Leander Herron
and the Medal of Honor.”
May 5: Pecos National Historic Park,
NM. Hike to Lost Church
May 12-September 2: Colorado and
New Mexico. Trail narrative on Amtrak.
May 19: Cimarron, KS. Corazon de
los Caminos Chapter tour of St. James
Hotel.
May 19: Santa Fe, NM. End of the
Trail Chapter. Huning Family presentation.
May 20: Council Grove, KS. Kaw Mission event.
June 2: Olathe, KS. MRO Chapter
National Trails Day Event.
June 8-10: Bent’s Old Fort National
Historic Site, CO. Santa Fe Trail
encampment.
June 2-17: Council Grove, KS. Kaw
Mission archaeloogy field school.
June 15-17: Texas Panhandle. Bent’s
Fort Chapter field trip
June 16: Fort Burgwin, NM. End of

the Trail Chapter tour.
June 16: Council Grove, KS. Kaw Mission event.
June 16: Fort Union National Monument, NM. Corazon de los Camionos
Chapter, Faye Gaines fete.
July 1: Deadline for SFTA awards and
Hall of Fame nominations.
July 4: Bent’s Old Fort National Historic
Site, CO. Fourth of July celebration.
July 7: Bent’s Old Fort National Historic
Site, CO. Kid’s Quarters.
July 10: Wagon Tracks submission deadline for August issue.
July 15: Council Grove, KS. Kaw Mission
event.
July 22: Fort Dodge, KS. Joint Wet/Dry
and Dodge City/Fort Dodge/Cimarron
Chapter meeting.
August 1: Trails 50 Coalition Photo Contest deadline
August 18: Pecos National Historic Park,
NM. End of the Trail tour.
September 1: Student photo contest
deadline.
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September 9: Baldwin City, KS. Douglas
County Chapter fall celebration
September 20-22: Larned, KS. SFTA
Rendezvous.
October 5: Elkhart, KS. Cimarron Cutoff sponsors 50th Celebration.
March 29-30, 2019: SFTA /NPS Workshop and SFTA board meeting.
September 24, 2019: St. Louis, MO.
SFTA board meeting.
September 25-28, 2019: St. Louis, MO.
SFTA Symposium
September 24-26, 2020: Larned, KS.
SFTA Rendezvous.
June 12, 2021: Council Grove, KS.
Symphony in the Flint Hills on the Santa
Fe Trail.
September 22-25, 2021: Bent’s Old
Fort, CO. SFTA Symposium.
For information on additional Fort
activities: See www.nps.gov/planyourvisit/event-search.htm. See also www.
santafetrail.org for more details.
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